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St. _Pete... drafts
.•
.

...

..

..

'

.

'

.
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a ·const1tut1on

by the end of the current aca- posed new constitution was
ST. P E T E RS B U R G completed this past week and .
demic y_e ar.
Campus
Petersburg
St.
USF's
th'e pro- \ should be. ready for submismay have its own constitution . The first draft
sion for ratification early" in
. Quarter_

of

n:.

It w_ill .be another first for
the' three-year-old <;ampus,
which ele'cted· its first slate of
student government officers
earlier this quarter.

Oracle Phot o by Jerry Nichol,

Overcast skies cast glimmering shadows~on· .campus walks

A major article in the new
. document provides for .the establishment of a legislature if
the campus expands to a point
\Vliere such_ a body would · be
warranted .
.

-Extensive activities planned
by sponsors for ECQ We,ek

;

'There ' are currently no pro- '
visions for a legislative body.
·'
The proposed constitution
-also · establishes a judicial
body consisting of a chief justice and two associate justices
who would rule on constitutional questions and hear ·student grievances.

75 pounds of bull
in & fiberglass replica of the Brahman Bull
will be used as a basketball mascot. G. T.
Stack, local representative of , the Eastern
'Brahman . Association (left), :- present~d · the
replica. and Coach Don \Vtllia.ms and Jell
Smith, Student Government president, accept..
·
ed the gift for USF.

'

sts
Grf'up ~ugg8_
textbo·ok·savings
By JOE GUIDRY
oracle Staff Writer

The Advisory Committee on
.Auxiliary Services has . made
several recommendations to
Pres. Cecil, Mackey on how to
reduce the cost ' of books to
students including limiting the
changing of course b6'oks.
The committee, appointed
by Mackey to study the probs
lems of ,Auxiliary Services, is
comprised of students and
faculty. The .c hairman is Dr.
Alton C. Bartlett.
✓ The committee's main fo~
cus in lessenin·g prices is to
requce ,the number of unsold
new books. Noting that 49 per
ceht of the books for·sale in a
_sample quarter were not sold,
the comm\ttee made shortterm recommendations:
V' To make an . ext~nsive
campaign to educate and inform the college community
on the problems.

agreed with the recommendations of the comm.ittee. He
said the main problems at the
bookstore were the hiring and
classification of workers and
the liberal po~icY, of allowing
frequent changes in course
textbooks.
He complained that the pay
was not good enough to keep
good workers very long and
that the bookstore acted as a
"training ground" for the employes. He also said that publishers generally allowed only
a 20 per cent return 'of unsold
books and therefore, the store
was plagued by the s~rplus of
books.

,•

By ROBERT BOYLE
Of The Oracle Staff

As . part of the "E_nvironOther articles provide for
cre--a._tion of standing student ment Concern Week" being
committees, officer impeach- celebrated across the' nation · The first is an attempt to
ment proceedings, constitu- this week, two USF environ- have the USF aclplinistration
tional amendment procedures
mental student organizations establish a " student-faculty •
and ·student rights clauses.
,are sponsoring programs here ~administration· advisory committee" to be appointed by
The document will super- th.is week.
cede the guidelines estabPres. Cecil Mackey to investilishe'tl last year by the old F The groups, E nvironment gate and advise on the prob•
Student Association, which 70's and Zero Population
lems with the environment in
has been ~placed by the stu- Growth, have _sch e du led
events ranging from films and -and around USF.
_
dent government.
lectures to a petition to the
Secondly, the group will atRef~rendum procedure has Florida Stat e Legislature· ask- .
yet to be firmly established, ing the repeal of " restrictive" tempt to save the 30th Street
Pond from ruination created
but a student government abortion laws.
man. The -pond has drain•
by
source said p~a_ge . _o( the
, .
1
proptised· constitution would 1 THE PE'l'ITION asks that · age · ,ditches leadin into it,,,,.
probably require a 2-3 voter the Flor ida abortion law be which carry silt that is beginning tb fill the wildlife sanctumajority.
.,changed so that having an ary.
The document will be dis• abortion is considered a matTHIRDLY, THE_ group will
ter of individual conscience,
tributed on the St. Petersburg and " need be covered only by"
attempt to persuade the adcampus· prior to the ratifica- Florida , medical practices
ministration to go further in
statutes.''
, tion referendum.
'protecting the Environmental
In short, that means an Research Area belonging to
In other Student. Government action, a finance com- abortion should be the con- the Univer~ity.
mittee has been appointed, cern of. only the patient and
Some of the activities
headed by Treasurer Ron the doctor, a · measure several
states have already enacted. planned for this week are:
Egger. ·
New York is the closest and
A talk by Dr. William Taft,
Committee members are' most used by residents of
Killing Hillsborough
"Who's
John Angier, Cindy Carlberg, Florida.
County" at 8 p.m., Nov. 18 at
and Don Frankenberg.
The petition is circulating in the Hillsborough Community
"We're just trying to get the UC lobby, but petitioners College Airport Campus.
things together now," says must be residents of Florida
An Environmental Film,
. Egger. "Namely; all t~e clubs in order to sign.
"Ar c," in the Engineering Au•
are going·· to submit tentative
ENVIRONMENT, 70's . l!as ditorium at USF, at 2 and 7:30
budgets so we can project for
the future."

ter on Nov. 22.

A CITY-WIDE recycling et-Environmental problems of
fort to pick up items which can Hillsborough .County will be
be r~cycled from 9 a.m. to 2 discussed by State Represenp.m. Nov. 20. ,
ta.tive Guy S p i c o I a, D- .
- A dedication of Wildlife Hillsborougp, at the:i Hillsbor- '
Pond _arid vocational training ough Community College· Dale
facility at Lake Magdalene Ju- ._ Mabry Campus · Student Cen-

. Nat Reed will speak. at a
luncheon at the Sheraton Inn
on Nov. 23 at 12 n,oon. 'rickets
are $3.25, but arrange,ments
have been made for students
t9 come at 12:20 p'.m . without
·
luncheon tickets.

,

a ·uestions?
~sk Mac·key

Pres. Cecil Mackey will
Berry said the bookstore answer questions on "Access"
prices "for . textbooks· is the radio tonight, beginning at
sta n~ard 20 per cent. increase 6:30. Telephon'e 974-2215,
all bookstores ha'1e on text- WUSF-FM (89.7) with your
books. He said the_bookstore question~ for ·Mackey to andid make a profit and wa's not swer while the program is on
supported b:y the state,
-the air.

Roofing

mat~rials.

cover groun~ on no-dumping area owned by USF.

'criticq/'.
Mar-Jo ·sewage , freatmen,t. rated
~:l_.,·~·:·;,, ..

Egger says the committee
will meet once weekly.

-},t,{(-~,.:~,.

.... _

11-IAR-JOSliad been -operating . treatment plant, except - for
under a ,·,30-day -·i-estr~ining hook•L!PS by the .dty; -of
order -fotbidding the renting Tamp~. ·
The n'ew tank - will suppleof ·any apartments until ·a.Ii
units were connected with ap- _-- ment two · other. · facilities
pr~ved ,vater c/,nd sevier facil- which , have a capacity · of
10,000 gallons each and, ·when
· -::
ities.
connected, will service ill
Tuesday, Edwa rd Spicher, units already operating on the
two smaller systems.
operator of Hillsborough ' Pol•
NONE OF the, three sewage
indicated
lution Control Co.,
work had been completed on compartments, or , the , plans
the 39,000,gallori s ·e wag e for sewage treatment have
been approved by the City of
\
Tampa or the Hillsborough
County Heal_th Department,
according to Roy Parham,
Hillsborough County Health
Department director of engi.
neering.
Parham also said that _plans
for sewage treatment do not
apy sessions extended over a period of 25 to 40, meet s t a t e r~quirepi.ents;
By DALE ROSE
pumping facilities 'afe not
_consecutive hours with only a four-hour break adequate, there is no required
SpKial to The Omle
back-up system, and · a portaMaralhon Hciuse, th~ nationally famous thera- for sleep.
"Marathon," _a tense, gripping ~nci. explosive . _ble generator_has not been. inpeutic c~mm~nity for·~uring drug a~diction,
-.
, .
present its highly P:aise~ drama, Mara_th~n, psycho-d_rama is a capsuled view of t!J.e ,philosq- _· stal~ed.
Michael O Bn en, reSld:nt
as _part of the . Umvers1ty Lectu_re Senes on phy and techniques used by Marathon House.
~hursday and Fnday at 8:30 p.m. m the gymna- Eight ex-addicts ranging in age from 15 to 25', _ county attorn~y represen~g
residents of Marathon House recreate scenes the Health Department, _said
smm,
that take place· during addicti~n and rehabilita• that if 200 i:;allons of sewage is
.
. . .
.
Mai::atho~ Ho~se 1s ~o_t an msti~hon m the tion. Indirectly, ._they also make a startling com- a llowed daily for , eac~ apai::sen_se of ?emg e!ther a Jail or a hospital. Once a mentarY, on our society and the circumstances ~ent' c~mplex, t he con:ipJ_e~ 1s
operating on a . ·critical
r esident 1s admitted the doors -m-e_,never closed that lead people to· drug abuse.
level".
·
on him. · Those who stay are confronted by the
" There are a lot of,_ tlii9gs
-drug's
While th_e ·play's :context
·experience of livi~g , in · what is• essentially
"tribe-like pate~alis~c· commu~ty•• designed._tq theme, it is really a ·testimony· and appeal°- for -wrong with the plant" wt;ich
,, had been discovered two· days
d
"d. 't
't
It d
. t·
promot~ supportive ;nter-relat1ons between its
,
on use ope
oesn · say
commumca 10n.
t
·
- f · il •G
·
,prior to the hearing, at::GQrd. ,,
- .
"
.
.
members w ho operate as a am y. rea . em- .
1
st0
st
Edward . Andrews of
to~
ing
o~t._
ng
cppp
P
ead
m
says
it
·
·
·
responsible
a'
developing_
phasis is placed upon
_'ng pre~entati_·ons, Tamp·a•s planning de p' artIn addition to the two everu
involvement with others and a real sense ·of conment, who wants to . recom• . •
.
.
• •
•
I
cer n for them . .
__ ap afternoop sess10n of 1qt~r,commuriicati9~, on - mend that the _cify negoti<!;te a
• .
The-Marathon House presentatfo_n is ,b a~ed. .on drugs and drug abuse . ,yili be _c onducte,d Friday nevi agreement with Mar:J 0
its . special . encounter session s~rie~_, ent itled at 2. p.m . in UC 252. Admission · all , programs -pver--transfer -of ownership .of
the sewage glap.t _:to· the· city.
',
"Marathon." These. are' concentrated group tner- is free.

stated that if the above condi- are- not operating- ·properly;
tions were not met at the end according to· McMullen.
The judge asked ·for a reWith the present sewage of the 15-day allotment, the·
within 10. days, detailing
port
in
placed
be
will
apartments
treatment complex. operating
·at the sewage plant
progress
directed
also
He
receivorship.
on a "critical level" , Mar-Jo
consider placing ,
could
he
so
to
complex
apartm~nt
the
Apartments have one week to '
make all sewage treatme~t renew no more leases and ex- the apartments under a
a previous injunction court-apppinted administrator.
facilities operate ,tn. compli- tended
The actions were results of
additional rentals.
forbidding
ance with city and ' county
hearing to determine if the
a
·
health standards.
SOME TENANTS may be apartment complex, occupied
Circuit Judge Ne i -1 C. forced to move from the primarily by USF students, is
McMullen, 'in ,his Nov. 2 order, buildings if sewage facilities a health hazard.

By VALERIE \VICKSTROM
o·racle staff writer

Lecture Seriesto offer
· psycho-drama 'Marathon'

r

-,.,. -

' ,,,.,_Some type of control at
the •department or college
level be made to limit hoi:v
freqtient!y a . title can be
changed, how much notice the
bookstore must be giyen and
~ow.to ~uthorize e~ceetio11~ to
such a policy. At -the :very
least, the committee · recommended the core courses
books be constant for a year.

w~!

Mackey gave the _committee
recornlnendations to V i C e
President's Riggs ana'-Hartley
for them to review. ~

~; Director of Auxiliary Services Tom Berry said he

1

venile Home, Nov. 21.

p.m. Nov.19.

,

. "' To make a "survey" of
!,he . consumers of the books.

':" Both Riggs af!d Hartley
were unavailable for comment, but Ken Thompson,
vice president for academic
affairs, said Riggs and Hartley were doing a specific ~nd,
detailed study on implementing the recommendations of
the commlttee. He said they
°'.'Yould probably finish the
study next week.

planned an extensive week of
activities and has established
three goals to pursue during
this environme~tal year.

,

a

Ex-c;iddicts recreates scenes
lrom their special encounter sessions at
Marathon _House during the presentation of

"Marat-hon,'.' a drama based on these ses•

sions.
I

l!S~s ·

to'

_a~ ' a -

Bound grad
returns for in asters
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WALT DISNEY WORliD

. ~

"

Florida A&M (FAMU)
graduate who, without help
from USF's Project Upward
Bound "would probably never
have been able to obtain highA

•

Special U.S.F.·- Bus

I

Library -open
till 2 soon

Nov~ 20 Fu.II ·Day Tour
\
'.).__

•

•

•

• •

•.

•

•

.......... .C..: •

-

~

..,.

•

• -

n•

~-- -- · lncfodesi Round trip transportation from University to Walt-Disney
·
World
.)
·,
Tickets for 9 attractions
.,
~

Admission to Magic Kingdom Them~ Park
/ Unlimite~ use WDW transpo~ation system

•..
~

-

t

~

t•
,,~

Reservations #974-2695

'

, - ADM,#102 .
. .

~

~

~

'

AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEL ·coRPORATION
•

t

t \

.

. I

•

•

\

I

In Co-operation with Greyhound Highway Tours.

~

Library hours for the remainder of Quarter I will be
extended as soon as student
assistants can be hired a nd
the r_eserve reading room will
be open until 2 a.m. every
night during the final two
·
weeks.
New hours, which are identical with those last year, are:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-11 P.:..m.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
1 p.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday
Reserve reading room hours
/
are:
Monday•
8 a.m.-1 a.m.
· Thursday
8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
1 p.m.-1 a.m.
Sunday
The change in hours re•
suited •frotn a new apportionrrient of $3,600 for the library
and action by SG members
following ,resolution action two
ago.
weeks
,

er education," has returned,.,,.
as a USF graduate student, to
"help his O'fn people as Upward Bound helped him."
Richard Pride, USF Up:
ward Bound director, said
FAMU graduate Samuel E.
Carter, 6MAE, has been a
"true success story of Upward Bound meeting its goal
to help the disadvantaged obtain higher education." Carter, 22, graduated from Jewett High School in Lakeland
ivhile a member of the 1966-67
Upward Bound class and obtained his B.S. in mathematics at FAMU in June. He then
returned, as a ine"mber of the
Peace Corps' Teachers Corps
program, to · USF where' he
also serves as an Upward
,
Bound tutor.
Pride said Carter is one of
six children, whose mother
was a maid and his father a
waiter, and "it is just terrific
to have this young man return
to USF to work on his master's degree. Without Upward
Bound's help this story might
never ,have taken place. He
would probably never have
been able to obtain higl)er
education. It's great that he
should come to help his own
people like Upward Bound
helped him,"• Pride said.
I

_,..,..,.,. ..,...,.,.,.
------~~---,-----~~---------~~--.;--;:-------_:_-7"____ I_.._,___
.
l.-'"------~--~---~---------------~----..-----------~-,--Ii ·
'
.

I
I

C:

Now specializing in home-cooked meals! Complete
. luncheons and dinners from $l. 35•

1

.· - ., Tor

,,
,,:;;;.,o
.<STORE·

I
I

II ,
I

I
I

Terrace House Restaurant.

Breakfast served anytime.
Take out ord~rs no extra charge

I
I

·

Open 6 AM till 9 PM Mon.•Sat.
Sunday 7:30 till 8 PM

I
I

I

I
I

9300 ·N. 56th St., Temple Terrace

,aa~s233 .,

h•u••--• ,_,....,.._ ___,...J

•

WESTSHORE PLAZA
NORTHGATE SHOPP-ING (ENTER
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.
BRlnON P-WA'SHOPPING CENTER
I

Planetarium night planned

Phi Beta Lambda meets

Members of the' faculty and staff are invited to bring i:lieir families to a Planetarium•
Observatory Open Night on Friday, Nov. 26.
A planetarium defuonstration will begin at
7:30 p.m. after which the observatory can be
visited for observation of Mars and the moon
with the 26-inch telescope. Reservations are requested and fnay· be made by calling Ext. 2580.

Phi Beta Lambda will meet Thursday at 7
p.m. in the staff room of the Faculty Office
Building on the second floor. Student organiza:
tion policies will be discussed.

Luncheon scheduled

, • The Faculty-S.taff Luncheon is scheduled for ·
.
Nov. 23, noon to 1 p.m., UC 248.
..'
on
speak
'
will
Jr.
Parte
,
la
de
Loui
Sen.
program
Italian Club starts
in Florida," - with emEducation
Financing
"
The USF Itajian Club, Circolo Italiano, origphasis on higher education. In addition , he has
inally designed ro provide students of Italian
been asked to comment on the future out;l_ook '
at USF with an opportunity to improve their
wage and salary increases for state um · erfor
knowledge of the Italian language and culture,
»'
personnel.
sity
and civihplans Italian films dei>icting the
240) at
ext.
(974-2100,
Scarboro
Sherry
Call
zation of Italy, and native lecturers and disleast 24 hours in advance for reservations. All
cussions in an il)foi:mal atmosphere where only
not cancelled must be . paid :for..
· reservations
' ,
Italian will be spoken.
,
-.
....
The club is open to all USF students. Prof.
ii'
Rush sign-up set
Domenick Ierardo, modern language instruc·
tor, is the club's adviser.
Sorority rush sign-up will be· Nov. 22-24 in
the UC lobby from 10 a.m. to 3. p.m. Quarter 2
Pollack to speak
rush will be held Jan. 15-26 and sign-up is reDr. Allen Pollack of Yeshiva University in quired .
New York will speak at the Tampa Jewish
Community Center, 2808 Horatio, Sunday, Nov.
Smile contest closes
21 at 8 p.m.
and other University persons
students
All
Pollack will answer questions from the floor
smile tickets should sumbit
received
have
who
about the Arab-Israeli situation, Russian
Organizations office, UC
Student
the
to
therri
.
topics
related
.and
Zionism
Jewry,
.,
Refreshments will be served. For rides or 256E by Friday, Nov. 19.
contest
Smile
the
and
tallied
be
will
Results
more information, call -Judy Lelchuk, 971-3124.
winners will be .announced next ·week.

life

Photo _Club meets

Ad club meets

The final meeting of the Advertising Association for Quarter 1 will be Monday, Nov. 22 in
"
f AN 117 at 2 p.m. All are invited.

Library closed

Students sought for TV taping
interested
Students
.
. in joining a community
..,/ ,
television cooperative to make tapes for <:~ble
.television are asked. to contact Jjm Peterson at
988-8684 for more infarrnation.

The library _ will be closed Thanksgiving
Day, Nov. 25.

Pre Med meets
Dr. Raymond Sever will speak and show
slides on Opthalmology at the final Pre Med
meeting of Quarter 1 today at 7:30 p.m.

Open hearing set
The Task Force subcommittee on procedures will have an open hearing tomorroi in
the lobby of the UC lo discuss revision of "The
Book."

Bicycle tour planned

Literary work accepfed
. "The Encounter," the literary magazin~ at
St. Leo College, is accepting outside cont~ibu•
tions of poetry, short fiction, critical essays
and illustrations wilh accompanying storie~ for
the one edition in 1March. Deadline for• all
entries is Jan. 15, 1972. En'tries and a self.
addressed, stamped envelope should be sent to
-Joe Damoto, editor, P .O. Box 2126, St. Leo Colfege, St. Leo, Fla. 33574

}

·Unregistered bikes 'make
easy ·. picking for thieves

•

· By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN
Of.l cle Slatrwriter · , '

·-·

More than $3,600 worth of
bicycles • have been · stolen
since Sept. 20; Secul'ity Director Jack Prehle· reported Fri•
· ·
day.
"None of the bicycles stolen
were regis_tered with u§; , we
didn't hav e the serial number,
and without ' that we :don't
' even know what we' re looking
for or where to !;tart," he
said.

STARTS F-RIDAY

ANNOUNCES THESE.SPECIALS
.

.

MEATY BEATY.BIG.AND BOUNCY - THE WHO
. - RETAIL 5.98. OUR PRICE· 3.59. TEASER .AND
THE FJRECAT ~ CAT STEVENS - RETAIL 5.98.
OUR PRICE 4.25 1MAGINE - JOHN LENNON RETAIL 5.98. OUR PRICE 4~25

------·-----

GET YOUR TICKETS H_ERE FOR 1NOV. 24 CON•
CERT OF TEN YEARS AFTER• .

-----•-- ----

. TURN LEFT ON FLA. OFF FLETCHER. GO TWO BLOCKS

From the peop••

.

who make sOll'lething small,

IT'S HERE!

sotnething big.

VELOUR - PRINTS
CASUAL OR EVENIN G WEAR.

From the · people who gave you
-18,000,000 cdrs with 36,000,000·doors,
· 1·carwith 4doors.
The. Vo lkswagen 411 4-Po'or sedan.
· Now the temptation probably is to
figure that the 411 is just a Beetle with
a nice4-doorbody.
Avoid th.at temptation.
411 -has a very un-Beetle-like
The
.
'
engine.
I.e., powerful!.
And a lot of extras are included· in
the base price of the car.
E.g., automatic transmission.
And there's plenty of room for lug•
gage. l.e;, there is 20.1 cu. ft. of stor•
age space. , ·
And a lot of room for the people in
th'eback.. ,
E.g., the kids and your Great Dane.
Without boasting, there is · one
more thing we can say about the 411.
It's the first big car that has to be as
reliable as a Volkswagen.
Because of who made it.
I.e., Volkswagen.

"We don't know for ,'ure
where the bikes are being
taken for sale. It· could, be
right in Tampa. It could lie in
the state or out-of-state,'·' he
, ·. '
said. ·
Prehle added that · since
none · of the bicycles stolen
were registered, the thieves
must be keeping clear of registered bikes.
"The worst part is that of
almost 700 bikes on Ca.J}.lpus
only about 200 are registered.
The rest are easy picking for
thieves. Registered b i k e s
· would be easier ro trace if"stolen. A decal OD a bike would
probably be a deterrent to
thieves .:... let them know 'that
the bike's really under r- our
: •
protection." ;

January~oJune, 197~
•
Academlc Programr--

day
Any 12 meals Monday f~rough Su~_
$178.90 -i--7, 16,tax • $186.06 2nd quarter,
,- $J78.90 + 7.16 tax-$-1 86.06 3rd quarter
"i~ .-

.....

20 meal plan - Monday breakfast t•rough Sunlay l11ncll.
$189.34 + 7.57 tax - $196.91 2rid quar:ter,
$189.34+ 7.57 tax-$196.91 3rd quarter,
.

OR

.
$373.68 + 14.98 tax - $388.66 Quarter 11 & Ill
15 meal plan - Monday breakfast thro111h Friday tli1111r.
,
$171.73+ 6.87 tax- $178.60 2nd quarter
$171.73 + 6.87 tax - $178:60 3rd quarter ,
1Omeal plan - Any meals served Monday through

~

Friday.

$161.73+ 6.47 tax- $168.20 2nd quarter,
$161.73 + 6.47 tax - $168.20 3rd quarter.

Tickets may be purchased anytime for Quarter ll·or
Remaining Quarter I in Rm. 110A Andros

SAGA
Food Service
AUTHORIZED
DEALER:

'-'Bikes are being taken
right outside the library i{_l the
morning and afternoon, -or the
University Center; all hours
of the day ."
·The University of Florida
and Florida State University
are both reporting similar
"headaches," Prehle reported.

'
Study Abroad In :
London, England 1

Birdsong Motors, Inc.
11333 North Florida Ave.
Tampa

PH. 932~3840

12937 FLA. AVE.
I

'·

Prehle said!fhe ·40·stolen bi- • ing ,bikes. When you have.that
• cycles averjl.ged''$90 ·eai4 and- ·. rnafiy· 'being. stolen it uswuly
involves about five guys '.who
were mostly "10-speeders."
"There was one 3-speeder have to come in, look incon~
spicuous, cut the chains:~and
stolen because it looked like
locks, if any, take the bike,
relater
was
It
_ 10-speed.
and put it in something they
said.
he
turned,"
.
Prehle ,thinks there's a can drive away in," he ~d.
Although many of the b1kes
"semi-' professional r in g"
stealing the bikes. '!An aver- are being stolen from the:resiage of four is being· taken dence halls during the xµght,
every night. One guy couldn't Prelile said there are no set
just' walk around campus tak: patterns in the thefts. . ...

''WE.FRIENDS''

~'MAXI-MUM" -IN FASHION,
LONG ON GOOD LOOKS.
KNITS - PLUSH

.

The Photography Club of U$F will hold a
meeting today at 2 p.m. in the UC. Prints from
the Photography contest will be on exhibit in
.
UC 108 until Nov. 30.

A 25 to 30-rnile bicycle tour around Tampa
Oliver speaks on Pan-Africani~~
is being sponsored by the USF Bicyde Club on
Norman Oliver will speak on Pan-AfricanSunday, Nov. 21.
All interested bicyclists should meet in ism and the struggle for black liberation in the
;
··
19 at 2 p.m., '
front ·of the USF Administration Building at · Theatre, Nov.
.
\
Oliver ~ e National Black Liberation Work
7 :30 a.m. The ride includes breakfast. For furth er information call Dr. ·Ray V. Poore, ext. director for the -YSN. and is the national - or•
ganization secretary.
2930.

~EBRASKA Ar f'~WLER 971-0007 .
J

INFOR MATI ON

/

~c:q111ir• two cons«111ive qutrfffl of crel• it in cau,,., from ~-.following fields: Economics., Geography, G4wmment, History,
P,ycha!agy, Sociology, ao4 Thtaln. Credit
lranslorablo to ••r ••iwenitr er cal19t.
Covrm fought l,y Florido StCllo Uoi¥WsilJ
~ ·
• System lnsttvelors.

Extra Clan Program:

1

~

livo in 110d1111 Mttl in South K,nsillflon.
&[oy dos• ,mimit, to museums,. ePer•
housos, thoaftn, cathedtols, hHm ol par•
linitlll, et~ hrticip■ lo ii, Ctollrspomvod
, I.ours le> Stonthe11t, Gr■-n!ri<h, Stnlford
• •• • Affn, llon,ptH Court, C,11,...,ry ud
ottltlS.

,
Requir,ment1:
Aminim,m al 10 , ..d, average. Soj,h•
Maro slandiot or obo11. A,pmal of ~••
dtmic advisor. Mist sit ■ 1p !tr two qai(lm
•
of study.

. Costs:

In star■ ,tu dents: $1973.00 far two qvor•
1111 (out • of. slat, sludtnls odd $350.00
per q■arfer for out .. of .. stat, tuitiGn). F■n l
covtr tuition, rouncl .. trip tr11Upart1tio11 to
■ nd fr111,. Ntw Yori, room, h■ri, mHical
insuranct, and 11cvrsion1 sponsort-d ~ tilt
· Ctoltr. lortollmtftt poymtnls. ii ntcossa,r.

For Information and Applications ?'file:

Dr. Wayne C. Minnie!(;

Associate Dean, Arts & S~iences
Flprida State University:
Tallaltassee Florida 23

New draft changes released
: Several important changes
jn the system of deferments,
·procedures and appeal rights
have been released by the Selective Service System.
Besides the already wellpublicized elimina tion of 2-S
deferments for students not in
school last year, there is a
, _new classification, 1-H, that

will be given to all young men
who register. They will be I-H
until lottery numbers are announced and then a 1-H cut-off
number will be given.
MEN WITH lottery numbers above the cut-off number
will have their draft files deactivated for the rest of their
prime exposure time. For men

. Ortwein's hearing
·planned for today
By ROBERT BOYLE
Of The Oracle Staff

·"

Amidst much complication
and confusion, a hearing to
decide the fate of Phillip Ortwein, Physical Education instructor, is scheduled today at
: 1 p.m. in the Fireside lounge
.. · of Argos Center.
,·, Whether or ;not the hearing,
already delayed and resched-~: :uled several times , will actually occur was still undecided
at press time.
THE CURRENT problem,
which has confused the possibility of a hearing, is a procedural question raised by Ort~ ein's a ttorney R i c h a r d
. ·Frank, an attorney for the
::::,'.F'lorida Education Associa'.'" lion.
·
According to Dr. Tim Reilly, chairman of the hearing
panel of the Senate Academic
Relations Committee, Frank
,, has questioned \vhether the
; hearing is truly a "peer
/ group, academic a nd profes.':· sional" hearing or if it consti·.: ., tutes a semq,egal proceeding.
·.
If it is a semi-legal proceed. ing, both Ortwein and Richa rd
Bowers, director of PE and
the other half of the Ortwein
.disagreement, must be repre-

sented by counsel, and it is
not known who will be appointed to head the hearing.
IF IT IS not a semi-legal
proceeding, the panel hearing
will either be held as scheduled or possibly postponed if
the answer has not been rendered by the state attorney
general's office by t he time of
the hearing.
If the hearing is not held, or

if Ortwein or Frank are unhappy with the results, the
case will be taken to federal
court.
Ortwein's dismissal, the
reason for the hearing, was
due the end of Quarter 1 this
year. If the hearing is not
held prior to that time, the
question has risen as to
whether Ortwein can be dismissed.

BEFORE HE can be released, a hearing was supposed to have been held. If
the hearing is not held, can
Ortwein return for Quarter 2
and resume his position, or
must he await the outcome of
his case in the federal courts?
This question is also undecided.

in the current lottery, if their
number is not reached by the
end of the year their files will
be inactivated.
Some new procedural rights
just granted provide for witnesses to be present at personal appearances before local
boards. The appeal time between classification and appeal has been cut in half,
however, from 30-days to only
15.
Two classifications a r e
being abolished, 5-A and 1-Y.
The first deferment covered
men over the age of 26, but
now no files will be kept on
men in this group except for
doctors and allied medical
personnel and certain other
registrants.
CLASSIFICATION OF 1-Y
was for temporary medical
deferments for people who
could serve in case of national
emergency. A classification of
4-F will be the only medical

Picasso de.al
nears closing
Negotiations continue as the
Florida Center for the Arts
plans the construction of the
Picasso sculpture.
Jim Camp, director of the
center, was in New York City
recently to confer with Picasso's representative, Ca r l
Nesjar. Nesjar was responsible for the construction of the
famous Picasso sculpture in
Chicago.
Camp said construction cost
and time table has not yet
been determined. He said the
delay was due to current difficulties in settling the contract.
Camp said more definite
progress will be made in the
next month.
soc 127.

t 'l. '

Official Notices
c ampus Date Book
Co-op Education
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
di rect l o " Director Student Publications
LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later t h an noo n
T hursday for publicalion t he fo llowing
,W ednesday.

Officicd Notices

ning composer-in-residence, will hold a
semina r wi th Fine Arts s ludenfs today,
2 p.m., F AH 102.
Faculty-Staff Luncheon Tues., Nov. 23,
noon, UC 248. Senator Louis de la
Parle, Jr., w ill speak. Call Sherry Scarboro at 974-2100, Ext. 240, for reserva1ions.
Secretaries Luncheon Nov. 18, noon ,
CTR 256. For reservations, phone Sharon F oxworth, Ext. 2867. No cancella tions after Nov. 17. .
USF Mother's Club will m eet Mon.
Nov. 22, 3·5 p.m. a t University Chapel
Fe llowship. Mothers and molhers-inla w of Un ive rsity fac ulty and staff are
eligible to •join.
.
Disney . World Special Bus departs
ADM parking lot Nov. 20. Call American Overseas Travel, Ext. 2695, for information. Bus leaves al 8 a .m .

Vacant Positions a t USF : Cle rk Typist II, S3,948 ; Secreta r y 11, S,4;368; Secretary II (50 p c t), S2,184) 2 Infernal
Auditor I, SB,220; Camps Secur;ty Po,, .._lice Dfffcers, $5,568 ; Compute r Systems .
. •~na lyst I, S8,220; A Custodial Worker,
•. -.SJ,768; Lab Mechanic Machinist 11,
, .,_S6,972; Secretar y 11 1, 55,040; 2 Clerk
· Typis t I, SJ,588.
. , · Compute r Research Cente r Non-Credit .
Seminars: Job Control Language and
· Error Messages and Debugging, SCA
204, Nov. 17, 19, 22, 26, 29, • :;.5 p.m.
Educational Resources Films Avail·· Mee ting times and places of o rganizations which m eet regula rly a re posted
able: For use 1hrough Nov. 19 ;· How
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
a Hamburger T urns info You ; Picnic;
Playground; In & Out;· One T ur keyTODAY
Two Tur key ; County Fair ; Ducks ; Eyes
Physical Plant Art Show, 8 a.m. , CT R
., ~.at He ll; Continuous Progress Learn25!
ing;
Wome n's Lib-F rom
Wha t- For
Ae gean Sales, 9 a .m ., UC Lob by
; J )>Vha t ;
F ilm Makers ; King Vidor;
Administrative Luncheon, noon, CTR
· , _ly'lu sic Room ; The Committee;
In
256
.
• ,_Search of Lover s; Cat a lys is. New AcTune
in tonight, 6 :30 p.m., t o two-way
quisit ion : Ancienl Africans.
radio, "Access" on WUSF·FM, 89.7.
Library Will be Closed Thanksgiving
Phone 974-2215
Da y, Thurs., Nov. 25.
Tom Andrews has ass umed posit ion
THURSDAY
Aegean Sales, 9 a .m., UC Lobby
of Classification a nd P ay Manager,
-· Div. of Per.sonne t Se rv ices. E XT. 2337.
BIS Luncheon, noon, CTR 25S
Drug Rap Cadre Launched: Pa raproSecretaries Luncheon, noon , CTR 256
Feature Enterta inment, 8 p ,m ., CTR
fessiona l s tudents 1ra ined by the Uni• ve rsily . Psychiat ric Drug Consultant,
215
Parapsychology Soc. Ledure, 9 p,m .,
Dr. Ted Machler, will be in AND ROS
'226, Mo n.-Fri. 2-3 P. m . No appointEngineering Auditoriu m
ments, na mes , applications, forms nor
FRIDAY
contact will be expected or required.
University Lecture Se ries, 1 p.m.,
·. '.'J'ele phone a vaila bility at 97A-2838. This
CTR 1S~, 200, 202, 204, 205, 215 & 252
,. __s_e rv ice is tor Unive rsity Community
Movie, " Last s ummer," 7:30 & 10
only.
p.m ., FAH 101
Thanks lo Blood Donors, including
Coffee House, 9 p.m ., Empty Keg
those who were rejected. 65 Pints were
UC PC .Dance, 9 p.m., A rgos Center
donated . Next blood drive will be in . 231
Spring 1972.
.
SATURDAY
Planetarium-Observatory Open Night ·
Movie, "Last Summ er," 7: 30 & 10
for facu lty and sta tr and their famil ies ,
p,m., FA H 101
Fri., Nov. 26. Planetarium demonstraCampus Talent Night, 9 p.m., Empty
tion al 7 :3 0 p.m., after which obser vaKeg
tory can be vis ited for observation of
SUNDAY
Ma rs a nd 1he Moon with the 26" t e leJau Appreciation Society, 2 p.m .,
scope, Reservat ions requesled. Ext.
LAN 103
. 2580.
Movie, "Last Summer," 7:30 & 10
J
• Field Study relat ing to F lorida pres ip ,m ., FAH 101
dent ia l pre fere ntial prima ry will be
MONDAY
Beta Gamma Sigma Luncheon, 12:30
held in LAN 4S2, Wed., Nov. 17, 2 p ,m .
Interested? Call Manny Lucoff, Ex t.
p,m. , CTR 2S5 & 256
2148, 2145 or 2591.
Women's Li beration Film, 7:30 p,m.,
Slaff Insurance: Sta ff m e mbe rs who
CH E 111
·
w ish to sign up for Blue Cross-B lue
TUESDAY
Shie ld Hospital ization, Ma jor Med ica l or
BIS Luncheon, 11 :30 a .m ., CTR 255
Life Insur ance may do so during the
University Staff Luncheon, noon, CTR
open enrollment period, Nov. I-Dec. 31 ,
248
FAQ 011, Employee Benefit s Section,
P Ersonnel. Coverage e ffective Jan. l.
1972. First pay roll de ductio n made from
Dec. 24 paycheck.
TODAY, Nov. 17
.,., ,_ Photography Contest Exhibit, CTR
• 108, 10-S, Mon.-Fri., Through Nov. 30.
Career Plann ing Conference for stu'l~" Physica l Plant New Telephone Numd ents int~r ested in place ment on Coope rative Education t raining and assign. be r : Ext. 2750.
Cha rles Wuorinen, P ulit zer prize winmen ts dur ing Quarter 2 a nd 3, 2 p,m . ,

Monday, Nov. 22

Student Co-op Council Meeting, 2
p,m., FAD l00N. All co-op students invited to attend. Council membe rs w ill
be v isiting loca l high schools lo talk to
col lege-bound stude nts a bout Cooperat ive Education. Any co-oP student who
wo uld like t o participa te cont ra ct Burt
Saunders, Chairman of the Council or
Mrs. Lentz In the Co-op Office.
Orientation Session f or s tudents who
will go on f irst tr aining period Quarter
II, 2 p .m., CTR 203. This is for "new"
co-op students only.)

deferment and men waiting
for a final decision will be
given a temporar y 1-A.
Registration and induction
orders have changed. Young
men may register within 30
days of their 18th birthday ,
before or after. Also, regis.trants will be given a t least 30
days notice of induction. Veterans must register only if
they never did so before en-

tering the service or if their
total obligation has not been
fulfilled . .
Membership in draft boards
is also permitted to change
under new regulations. Board
members may be between the
age of 18 and 65 and can only
serve for 20 years. Formerly
the minimum age was 30, the
maximum 75, and they could
ser ve for 25 years.
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vatbaua
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

Featuring: FABULOUS T'-'
QUINT BROTHERS
Mon. - Sat. 9AM • 2AM
NOON BUFFETS

-$1.75 Monday- Friday, $2,2s·on Sunday
JN VALHALLA RESTAURANT

at

Senate to discuss
parking, library
On-campus parking, which
some USF community members have called " a negative
fringe benefit," and changes
in library procedures will be
major topics of the next USF
Senate meeting.
Faculty Sen. Merle Donaldson, chairman of electrical electronics engineering, said
his motion regarding oncampus parking has resulted
from "chaotic" conditions involving faculty parking areas.
The motion will call for Senate consideration of "the possibility of a review of the entire problem of automobile
parking at USF for purposes
of promoting a better under~
standing of the limitations
preventing a satisfactory solu-

~

.·:·: i_:

PHONE 621-2082

FAROUT
"NOW" SHOP
_Plenty of Good Stuff
Everything Right ON!.
!Master Charge Welcome

The Senate will consider
other fringe benefits, including insurance a nd retirement.
Other topics at the meeting,
to be he'ld at 2 p.m. Nov. 24 in
the Education Kiva, will include reports by the Senate's
academic relations committee, the Ad Hoc Committee
for All University Government (Constitution) Committee, and library procedures.

10-9 MON. - FRI.
10-6 SAT.
8872 Terrace Plaza ·

One word

best describes
the taste
of beer. ._

Monday, Nov. 29.
Orientation Session fo r a ll Co-op slu•
dents w ho will go on a t raini ng assignme nt Quarter II , 2 p,m. , CTR 248. Uni•
versity Center Ballroom .
Co-op Training opportunities for m a jors In all colleges are listed in 1he
Co-op Office. Inquire in FAD 126 or
Ext. 2171.

it's on
the tip of ·
your tongue.

Campus Date Book

~ENIDU~

Budweiser®

- ~

YOU'VE SAID IT ALL!

FORMERLY FACTORY PANTS
ACROSS FROM BUSCH GARDENS ON 30th St.
NOV. 1\1, 11 PM and 12:45 AM
NOV. 20, 2 PM (Matinee), 11:00 PM
.NOV. 21, 7:30 PM and 9:30 PM
lANGUAGE-UT. AUD.$ 1.00

PH. 971-4254

AN HEUSER-BUSCH, INC: • ST. LOUIS

HOURS, 10-7

UNIVERSITY LECTURE SERIES

Co-Op Education

WeeGayts,
I'm the Mascot of

DUTCH PANTRY
I've arranged

just for you
,., ..

·stEAK DINNER 1.89
8 OZ. CHOICE RIB STEAK,
WHIPPED POTATOES, CHOICE
OF VEGETABLES
WED. NIGHT & FRI. NIGHT
APPLE FRITTER SUNDAE
REG. 55c WITH I.D. 40c
PHONE 626-9889

56th and HILLS AVE.

these people used to shoot dope.
are you into something better ?

MARATHON is a play.

· atiout people.

- FREE ADMISSION THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 8:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 8:30 P.M.

. ·",::

~EAST _- ·:·-,

I-4 & 50th St. {U.S. 41)

tion." If a review "is practical and can be arranged,"
Donaldson said, "the Senate's
president-' should be asked to
arrange this to include the
widest possible USF audience
in arriving at a solution that
is satisfactory to all USF segments."

• • • FOR GUYS & GALSI
NEWEST IN HIPSTERS, MIDRISE, AND FU LL RISE, SOLiOS,
FLARES,
STRIPES,
TWILLS,
DENIM,
AND
BRUSHED DENIM. $3.88 TO
$6.'9'9.
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRTS $2:99 to $4:9·9.
DRESS SHIRTS 2 FOR $5.00.

~ A U ~!
LOUNGE

U.S.F. GYMNASIUM
SPECIAL GROUP DISCUSSION SESSION WITH FORMER AD•
DICTS FROM MARATHON HOUSE FRIDAY, NOV. 19, 2:00
P.M. 2nd FLOOR U.C.
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':' Vice President .for Student Af- fa1rs Joe Howell, in conjunction
tith the Housing Office, has
agreed to allow freshman residents
io break their housing contracts.
the reason given for this move
~as that the Board of Regents' visftation policy was made after
~any stud~nts had' signed their
eontracts.
; This change of regulations is
good and helps at least some of" the
students who were caught in the
p-iiddle of the change in policy, but
ii leaves rriany others without relief.
: Sophomores, juniors, and seniors had t.o sign dormitory contracts Jast spring for·Quarter 1. Al~ough they were given a short exfension in the deadline because of
the uncertain policy; they stillniuf
~o way of knowing what the Regents would decide. Since the visitation policy wasn't finally deterinined until August and since it
fepresented a c~a.nge from :the pol~

.

hi elfect

when the upperclass-'
they should
contracts,
men signed
to
opportunity
same
the
given
be
break their contracts.
It is true that freshmen, with no
visitation allowed, have a much
more restrictive policy ·than other
residents, but it's not a -question of
degree. Tb,_e · regulations sbould
apply fairly to every resident. If
there is sufficient -reason to allow
freshmen to ·break a contract: and
we think there is, then the same
reason should allow others to
break a contract.
In a larger issue, the entire
problem might not come up if it
weren't mandatory to hav~. a
three-quarter contr?-ct for dormitory housing. If a student wishes to
move'·or break the contract for any
reason, · he : must · fight" - through ··
mountains of red tape. For example, if a student is married, the
student must take the marriage Iicense to the Housing Office, where
it is p~otostated and kept in their
icy

records before being allowed to
break a contract.

It's time that the dormitory
contracts were made for a period
of one quarter. They could be renewed near the end of the quarter
on a priority basis for the same
room. If the contract were not renewed, the room would be available to any other student on a first
come-first serve basis. Students
who want t.o ]eave would have no
trouble. Those who want to switch
dormitories and rooms could do it
easily. The entire process could be
incorporated into preregistration.
The Housing Office should do
anything possible in creating procedures .to make it easier for the
- students to solve their housing
problems.-Allowing upperclassmen
to break contracts due to the visitation policy change and instituting
one-quarter contracts would be a
good start.

.

~

t

~ Administrators take heed:
'
CLE
0RJ\..
the -truth will never hurt
In last week's edition . of The
Oracle, Raymond King, Director of
Housing and Food Services, voluntarily contributed· a letter in which
fie thanked the students •for their
~atience a}Jd prcoceeded to describe
t}le glittering improvements to be
inade in the UC food service facilities from the chandelier-like light
fixtures to the red vinyl floor, ang
. _
$everal things in between.
i This would have been fine - at
the beginning of the ·quarter. But
he gave no explanation as to why..fue renovation has lasted through:
~ut the quarter. Or, why _it has

taken three month's since the
Board of Regents approved the
sale lof beer on campus just to
schedule a hearing for a beveragEr
'
license-.
We're not holding Mr. King responsible for these problems but
we do hold him responsible for not
giving the students the straight answers. · 1
If all the administrators at USF
would present a factual explanation instead of gibberish, we think
they woilld be surprised to find the
students - understanding and reasonable.

I'

;

ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, 19ii9
ACP, ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 19ii7
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By LIZ BARNES
Oric:le Slaff Writer

Traditional marriages are becoming
rare in the university community where
men and women compete on a moreor-less equal basis. Few educated persons today would want a marriage based
on the supremacy of the male; the docili•
ty of the female. _
More than education has been necessary to challenge and change societal expectations. Rules made by men in power
have governed women for centuries. Rell·
gion in particular has kept women in
their place. St. Paul: Ephesians 5 is
quite specific:
Wives submit yourselves unto your own
husbands, as unto the Lord.
For the husband is the head of the wife,
even as Christ is the head of the
church, and he is the savior of the
.
body.
Therefore, as the church is subject unto
Christ, so let wives be subject to their
own husbands in everything.
And many women today cry, "Eve
was framed," when they read in Genesis
4 that God said to her: "I will greatly
multiply thy sorrow and thy conception;
in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children;
and thy desire shall be to thy husband
and he shall rule over thee."

r

;

I recently sat in on a meeting of _young revolutionaries,
dedicated to the overthrow of the government. What they
were discussing was how best accomplish that feat with a
minimum of violence and danger to themselves.
The group had· just received an endowment from the
Community Chest to further social justice, which it claims
will be the outcome of its quest, and were considering how
best spend the money.
St. Charles, who had just returned from visiting in jail,
suggested they use the money to buy bombs, guns and season
tickets to the Miami Dolphins football games. Marvin Gardens objected. '!That's dangerous stuff. Someone might get
hurt. I mean, like we could get poisoned_at the concession
stand, or fall from the bleachers, and besides I can't stand
watching all those people in unifortµs cominiting all that vio"" ,
lence on the field."
"Why don't we try to infiltrate the labor unions," another
long-haired-hippie-communist queer offered, "then we could
ask for big, big raises for the workers and cause :;;ome inflation, reduce investment, and driv~ the capitalist corporations
into the ground."
"Don't be ridiculous," Marvin countered, ''That would
never work, and besides you have to do some kind of work to
get into a union. Forget it."
"I know," a political science student piped, "Let's go legitimate and get into the government. Then we can get the
country into another war, lie to the people about. it. Then one
of us exposes the whole thing, but we refuse to stop the war,
and the people stop trusting the government. As long as we
keep doing that, the whole thing will collapse sooner or
.
later."
" Yeah, and it would probably be later. Everyone knows
governments always lie, and the only ones who really care
much about people being killed in any war, are the ones who
are killed. A lot of good they do." Gardens said with disdain.
Everyone was quiet for a while as they pondered how
best to destroy the government.
"OK. Let's look at this thing logically. What we want to ·
do is to shut the (bleep-bleep) down," Marvin stated. "If we
could come up with something to scare the people with, and
make them spend their tax money to fix it, of course it has to
be something they can't possibly fix or really doesn't exist,
then they won't have the money to spend on the government
services they really need. We'll work it so they can't spend
money on schools, roads, pollution, medical care and housing.
Pretty soon everything will go to pot."
"That's it!" someone screamed from somewhere in the
dark room. "We infiltrate the police departments, and start
arresting people for pot. That's something almost everyone
does, so they will all be paranoid that we're going to come
and drag them out of the house in the middle of the night like
the German SS did to the Jews. We can spend a fortune to investigate, and do uncover work, more to arrest the people
we catch. Can you imagine how much money it will cost by
the time we go through the enitre judicial proceedings, and
then put them in jail?"
After a rousing round of "yeah's", the group decided to
donate the money to the "TIP Line" (Turn In a Pusher) to
aid them in the fine work they are doing .for the movement.
(A for-real RUMOR warning: The rumor is out that a massive bust will occur this week. Supposedly, 400 warrants for
arrest have been issued. So make sure you clean house really
good this week.)

a

It is .just matter of time until true
equality will be realized. It is inevitable:'
Society has no further need for women
forced into submission by economic dependence on their husbands.
Still, for most modern women change
seems too slow. They no longer equate
woman's liberation with bra-burning, but
know that it means a fair chance toward
personal fulfillment. Especially here in
the South, whose antiquated conception
of pure white womanhood has kept
women on pedestals for decades, women
are finally waking up and realizing there
is more to life than waiting for their husbands to come home each night.

There have been some changes in the
last few years. These changes have
frightened some and broadened opportunities for many others. Women, ·except
for those who by choice opt for the career of a homemaker, are becoming ·in•
fluential in all fields of endeavor. Many
women are successfully forging ahead in
a man's world.
Today the absurd double standard is
attacked by almost everyone. Scientists.sociologists, and environmentalists are
stressing that the female role must be
changed. There is no more room on
Planet Earth for families with many
children - the families that have been
the domain of women through the centuries. Women are being recognized as
being capable of more than childbearing.
For many, who see men as well as
women the victim of the double standard, change cannot come fast enough.
Women must share jobs that once were
considered man's work and men must
feel free to choose jobs once dominated
by women.
Unfortunately, as executives strive to
show their lack of sex-bias when employing new people, the main result is hypocritical tokenism. A woman ·is given a
job or promotion just _to appease other
women or to deceive government agencies
whose duty it is to promote equality.
Many times a promotion is in ti.tie only
- salary remains the same.

Editor :
Each year the USF honor societies se•
lect an outstanding faculty member to
receive an Honors Award for Teaching
Excellence . . In 1971, the honor societies selected James McCray, Education, and in past years -the societies selected Frederic J. Zerla, 1970-Mathematics and John J. Iorio, 1969-English.
In t)le past, it has been tradition for
this faculty member to address the Honors Convocation held during Quarter 1 of
each year. In past years, both John Iorio
and Frederic Zerla addressed the convo•
cations.
This tradition was accepted until the
Honors Convocation of Oct. 30, 1971. At
that time, USF President M. Cecil Mackey implied to the Honors Convocation audience that it had been tradition for the
university president to select a speaker
for the event. Dr. Mackey selected Dr.
Carl Riggs, vice president for Academic
Affairs, to address the convocation.
Now I do not know what the tradition
for honors convocations was at Florida
State University, but I want to make it
very clear that it has never been tradition at the University of South Florida
for ·the president to select speakers for
the honors convocations.
I am sure that the president made an
honest mistake in referring to the honors
convocation tradition on speakers as
presidential invitees. I am also sure that
in the future the true tradition will be restored and the Outstanding Faculty
Member, as selected by the USF honor
societies, will address the honors convocations.

ROBERT S. WGHTOWER, SDSS

The two-minute step
Editor:
Having guilt feelings on my neglection of "duty", today I took the afternoon off and drove downtown (a feat in
itself) to the Hillsborough County Courthouse and registered to vote.
Entering, I dashed straight to the directory looking under "registration, voting" and found that it was on the first
floor, room 175. How convenient. So I
made my way down the long corridor
passing by a sign pointing the way. It is
difficult to get Jost, although I imagine
some do. Behind the heavy wooden doors
a fairly attractive young blonde stood
waiting to "take care of me".
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"A little over a year."
"All right. What state were you born
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The whole thing took about two min•
utes, just like the sign said.
The implications didn't dawn on me

"Yes."

.

"

"Iowa"
"Party?"
"Sign here, please. Now raise your
right hand."

"How long have you lived here?"
"You mean in Hillsborough County?"

·---·~,~.'

.

in?u

''Yes."

\~
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I followed the instructions, while she
mimmicked some hogwash about vows
of patriotism, I guess. With a stupid expression on my face throughout the "ceremony". I finished up with "I do", took
my temporary registration receipt, and
left with a feeling of pride, it's origin
which I don't recall.

"Are you a citizen of the U.S.?"

her

l

:

Letters
Convocation tradition?

This does not mean that ~odent
woman does not want to be a. wile. It sun
ply means tba.t she wants to broaden
influence and control of the world a.round
her. Few sha.re the belief axpressed on a.
woman's liberation poster at a march for
equal rights. The poster read: "End
human sacrifice! Don't get married.
_
Washing diapers is not fulfilling."
Most women have a positive attitude.,
Most feel that alternate life styles may;
be successfully coupled with traditionaj
marriage. Most believe marriage can be
a partnership between two persons with
equal respecCfor each others goals and
dreams.

~ . _.-q

In matters of sex the double sta.ndardhas long been recognized. Kinsey found
that three-fourths of women, but only
one-fourth of men would be willing to
marry a non-virgin. Fathers aiid mo,
thers condemn promiscuous behavior in
their daughters, and usually accept or
encourage it in their sons.

by_ llpbert · Boyle
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TIP's the answe
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M'arriage roles changing-

•

~;~The Oracle is written and edited by students at the University of South Florida. Editorial views therein
ar/vnot necessarily those :of the faculty adviser or the -University administration.
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until I got back to USF. I have become
one of the few lucky people in the entire
world to have a say about my govern•
ment (tqe value of which can be ar-~
gued). The power we have at our dispos .
al! Think of all the good we can do. But,
it takes that first two-minute step to reg '
ister. Such a simple request for so great'
a cause. This is the basis for all the fu.
ture of mankind, and it is at your dispos•
al. Use it, for whatever it is worth.

TIM MATTHEW, 2ACC_

•

In memoriam
Many members of the faculty,
I am sure, would be better qualified than I am to comment on
the life and accomplishments of
Professor Richard Waterman. I
met Dick only four years ago,
during one of the Faculty Retreats sponsored by the late but
hardly lamented College of Liberal Arts. To newcomers on the
campus it should be explained
th at the Faculty Retreats were
the local equivalent of "LaughIn" - entertaining but not necessarily productive. It was while
we were on a "nature walk"
through the luxuriant undergrowth surrounding the house at
Chinsegut Hill that I first became aware of Dick's enormous
fund of knowledge in dozens of
unsuspected areas.
Over the next four years,
even though I saw him infrequently, every meeting reinforced my original impression of
him as an extraordinarily talented individual. All of us are reminded at various times that
certain colleagues are "internationally known" in their respective fields of specialization, but
we tend to discount these reports, which are usually offered
by the individuals themselves.
But with Dick it was different. It
would never have occurred to
him to tour the campus bestowing offprints of his publications on his friends, even though
many of them would have been
genuinely fascinated by them. If
he had won a Nobel Prize you

would have learned of it first
from Walter Cronkite.
Recently, I invited Dick, along
with Professor Stuart Rothwell
and a third person, to join me
in a panel discussion for a local
television series. There was
no opportunity to prepare a
"script" in advance , and it
would have been a wasted effort
anyway, as the third member
had to withdraw five minutes be•
fore taping time, forcing us to
abandon even the tentative plan
we had agreed upon. By the time
the cameras were in focus we
knew only that we were to present "Two Viewpoints on the Conservation Problem," or something equally banal. I had been
listed as Moderator, but any serious thought of "moderating" a
conversation between two such
irrepressible individualists as
Waterman and Rothwell would
have been preposterous. But at
least I tried for a while. In view
of Dick's extensive obseryations
among the Australian aborigines
(he reproved me sharply when I
referred to them as "Bush•
men") , I suggested that he comment on their harmonious adjustment to the harsh realities of
their environment, ingenuously
expecting him to offer a tribute
to these "noble savages" as a
model of conduct for more civilized societies. Instead, in a series of hilarious adlibs, he described their communal kangaroo barbecues as a greater
source of pollution than· many of

our own practices, surpassed, in
fact, only by Stu Rothwell himself on his fishing trips.
. In spite of the sense of irreparable loss that hi~ friends on the
faculty feel, only his students
can fully appreciate the untimeliness of his · passing, for they
alone know how rare such teachers really are. He was indeed a
superior person, and we_ should
freely admit it, even though the
• idea may not be in harmony with
the fatuous egalitarianism so
fashionable now. If civilization
survives at all (and Dick was
more optimistic about this than I
can be) it will be to a great ex•
tent because of the energies and
influence of just su_ch persons.
The Spanish philsopher Jose Ortega y Gasset had his type in
mind when he wrote, more than
forty years ago :
Contrary to what is usually
. thought, it is the man of excellence, and not the common man,
who lives in essential servitude.
Life has no savour for him unless he makes it consist in service to something transcendental. Hence he does not look upon
the necessity of serving as an oppression. When, by chance, such
necessity is lacking, he grows
restless and invents some new
standard, more difficult, more
exigent, with which to coerce
himself. This is life lived as a
discipline - the noble life.

W.A.HUNTER
Professor of Modem Languages
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-Presley discusses co-ops
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MONOGRAMS
Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS
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Pfi. 935-81-68

11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

upon return from Canada
"Food and housing cooperatives could play a tremendous
role in cutting expenses for
studetits who live both on and
off campus," Student Government legislator Rodney Presley said in commenting about
co-ops on campus Friday.
Presley, a staunch advocate
of cooperatives,- attended the

LOVE SCARS

The constant rise
and fall
·,
of the tides.
has washed away
most of the sand,
just as·tirne
has washed away most of my
painful memories '
The granite rocks show
all over the beach now
like scars on a white face,
and the memory
of your love
has left a scar.
SUSAN SMITH

"AFTER SETTLING ·
DOWN .. ."
decorat-ing is f u-n

Student Co-op Conference in
Toronto, Canada under sponsorship of Student Govern1
ment three weeks ago.
IMPRESSED WITH advanced_c9-ops on campuses of
niany . northern universities,
Presley has launched an inves-tigation into the possibility
of USF housing, food, and de,

partment store type cooperatives.
"We've just hit ~he tip of an
iceberg and ·aren't even starting to probe the possibilities
underneath the surface,"
Presley said.
. He went on to explain how
food .and housing set-ups could
be organized off campus with
an emphasis on the fact that
in successful · cooperatives,
students /would participate
equally in work and benefits.

but you do it less often,"
Presley said.
Concerning the on-campus
or commuter student, Presley
emphasized food co-ops. "Perhaps actual organized co-ops
would not be necessary, but
we could instead bring fresh
fruit onto campus for a minimal cost when compared to
that price charged by University food services."

1800 ft.
polyester tape _
Lounge and Package

BOONE'S FARM

10008 N. 30th St.

WINE

(Poinsettia Plaza)

99c

$1.00
$1.25

APPLE
STRAWBERRY

ALSO

SPANADA, BALI HAI ·and RIPPLE /

USING A HOUSING complex for an example, Presley
expanded his idea.
"There are ideally 12 to 30
persons in an organized house
unit with rooms on either a
single or married unit. You
-then organize several housing
units into a physical unit
which has a single kitchen fa.
cility equipped to serve close
to 100 people. You don't eliminate lawn work or cooking,

with liberal swgans
splashing
the walls with wilcl
thoughts;
fly via lsd
up the pigs
... and love
how drab it all seems
if no one comes to look
at the stars of dictating
words.
PERFORMANCE
Ending day and night,
beginning with a failed
performance
saved by two good actors.
She and he.
BENJAMIN WAKSMAN

New-names
featured in .

'The Baron'
The Experimental Thea. tre this week presents
!'The Baron," a one-act
:play by David Knoll, directed by Paul Robertson.
The playwright, a chicken farmer from New York,
will be flown courtesy of
Theatre USF to view the
performance.
The . list of actors includes ·some new names· to
campus productions: Robin
Paradise, Robert Eskin,
Ken Brahrner, George Kalemar1s, Gary Yellin and
Conchita Brewer. Assistant
director and stage manager is Kaydette Grant.
The Experimental Theatre is mainly a place for
-. theatre majors to practice
what they have learned
the classroom, but cannot
normally use until they are
· seniors in Honors Produc. tions.

DOCTORS DISCOVER

NEW

PILL· FOR TREATMENT OF ACNE

ihis report deals with a n ew form of ~ulfur. Sulfur is prob~bly 1he
safest medicine known to man. M. Hannon found particles of
theionized or activated sulfur taken by mouth are so fine and
tiny_they can be absorbed rapidly from the intest ine. Dr._ Hannon
feels . theionized sulfur's effectiveness occurs because ,t reacts
more rapidly to influence all o rgans inc luding lungs, _circulation,
kidneys a nd ·above all the skin. This reacti on takes place because.
theionized sulfur not on ly is rapidly concentrated in the blood but
'this high blood sulfide level is carried to t he skin t o produce h igh
concentrations at the site where the acne begins. This is the re11-son theionized sulfur is so effective in pustuar acne of the teen~
ager. Dr. L. . D. Bulkley confirmed Dr. Hannon's findings. He
t reated sixty-nine acne patients wit!, theionized su lfur analogue.
t--Je found theionized sulfur analogue effective for acne When used
alone or <,ombined with other measures. The drug was most ef 4
fective for teenage acne whether pustular or cystic.
AVAILABLE without a prescr iption ••• AKNE-l<APS only ~1.69

AVAILABLE AT BETTER DRUG COUNTERS

RIBUNE, Monday, June 28,
TBE TA?t'IPA T

in

Unti1 . this year, bud. geting for the --Experimen' !_ tal .Theatre has been very
,. small, ,\vith about $15 allot.. ted for each. performanr.e.
, This year the amount is
larger, and the productions
are growing in both size
· and q~ality.
1
"The Baron" will be performed at 2 and 4 p,m. Friday-Hf-TAR 120. As ahva:ys, ·
, Experimental Theatre is
free.

THANKSGIVING BANQUET
and

Installation of Officers

Nov.19

7:00

Baptist Studen·t ·c enter
Reser.vations: 75c. CGll 988-6487

CAFE~ERI A ...\ beyond comparison!

Fidelity;,:,,,.,,,

~

'11("\ ~

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
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r·I -------------·- I
THIS WEEK'S LUNCH AND SUPPER FEATURES:

SAUTE'ED FJSH ALMONDINE •••••••••• 79c

SATURDAY

¾-LB. SIRLOIN STEAK ··-----~----·- $1.69
with Choice of Potato
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30th -at FIetcher-· Minutes From Campus
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I
I WEQNESDAY
89¢ I
II THURSDAY
PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I
I
I
---J.--- 89¢
I
I
99¢
···-----···-·..z.I
I
Mo~rison's famous ROAST TURKEY
with Cranberry Sauce, Dressing and Gravy ••..:.

69c

• CHUCK WAGON STEAK -··---~····-·- •····- ··

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE -···--·-·-···-···-

89.¢

BROILED LIVER
.
& STEAMED ONIONS • • • • • • • • • • . •

79c ·
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... and both new addition and parent company
are healthy and doing fine! Yes, our 3-rd location is
now open to serve you. We're just west of the ·
University of South Florida at 2203 E. Fowler
Avenue; conveniently Ioc.ated in the center of one
of Tampa's fastest growing areas. Visiting hou.rs
are. from 9:30 a.m. until 2:00 p,m. each weekday
and also from 4 to 6 p.m. on Fridays.
Come see Tampa's newest addition!

CUTLET PARMESAN - - - - - - - ·

U.S. PRIME ROAST BEEF

Carvect·to order

.

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP ·- --~---·----

LARGE FISH ALMONDINE

I
,._
. .._. ... - ·...

79¢

------~----- -'
CHILD'S PLATE -·-·•·--··-·..,_,_______
(12 or under accompanied by parent) -

49¢

·

FIDELITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF TAMPA

Accounts Insured to $20,000 Member F.S.L.I.C.

2610 W. Hillsborough Ave., Phone 872-9221
9502 Florida Ave., Phone 935-2141
2203 E. Fowler Ave., Phone 971-5050
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"I like the feeling of
speed; it's cool. I don't
know how to desribe it;
it's a complete harmony
w-ith one's self. As you go
along you can feel every
action, every part of your
body at the same time."
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SPEED · FREAK

Addicted to hydroplane racing
By JOSE QUEVEDO
Oracle Sports Writer

Frank Grimmelman is a
"speed freak." And like most
speed freaks he's addicted addicted to inboard hydroplane racing.
He first got hooked on speed
at the age of 14 when he
began with a more mild stim-

Original Dante Cologne

, and After-shave

Exhilarating, bri!!lc and bracing, Original Dante Cologne
and After.-shave are man's most fragrant friends.
Each one, four ounces, boldly bottled and handsomely
;packaged, Cologne $3.50; After-shave $3.00; Twin-Pack
with one of each ;6,50 at fine stores everywhere.
I

,

AGUILAR
CYCLE SALES
We Specialize In Choppers
,.ew and Used

ulant - motor cycle racing.
He later graduated to the
harder stuff.
"I like the feeling of speed;
its cool. I don't know how to
describe it," the USF senior
said. "It's a complete harmony with ones self. As you go
along you can · feel every action, every part of your body
at the same time."
Last weekend, Grimmelman
was named Southeastern United States Inboard Hydroplane
racing champion and received
the Rookie of the Year award
from the Florida Inboard
Racing Club at the group's officer installation dinner danc~
in Miami.
In his first year of competition, he defeated the best
drivers in the Southeast, finishing in first place in eight of
·
e races.
n_m
became interGrimmelman
board hydroplane
ested in
racing after eight years of
searching . for a "certain ·
speed sensation" in motorcycle racing, drag racing, outboard hydroplane racing, sky
diving and water skiing.
In February of this year,
three months into the season
Grimmelman found his baby
- inboard hydroplane racing.
After finding the "right boat
and sponsor" he entered his
first race and shocked the
boat racing world with a first
place finish.
"The speed in hydroplane
racing makes you become
aware of all your senses. It's
something you have to experience because semantically
.you'll always come out
'short," he .said.
"All sports are of equal
merit. I like all sports. The
coolest thing is to do what you
like. But I prefer hydroplane
racing because of the speed
sensation you gain over the
water - skimming the surface," ·he said.
Not only does Grimmelman
prefer inboard hydroplane
racing because of the speed
sensation it offers, but ~o
because . of the humanistic
angle that the sport is traditionally known for - sportsmanship.

Sears I
r
·1==:=:=:=::=:=~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=:==~========~:::'.~J
h 'I..
Hill b
T '-'"IU'D-'
aiuca, · s oroug n..ve.

1 mil•Westof 3 D1
on •fowlel' Ave.

PH •.• 986-1400

-.::

REGULAR PRICE $380.00

NOW

$2_69°0

PRESENT THIS AD AND RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNT ON ANYTHlNG IN THE STORE•
EXCEPT SALE ITEMS & FAIR TRADE MERCHANDISE. GOOD THROUGH GRAND
.
OPENING CELEBRATION.

and take it out on the race
c"OUrse, but when someone is
hurt, no one wants it (th.e
race) bad enough.
"In drag car racing no one
gives a damn about anyone
else and in motor cycle racing
if you're down you're lucky if
the guy behind you doesn't. go
right over top of you," ' he
said.

GRIMMELMAN

Grimmelma·n•s boat, named
"Dane's Dream" after his
Danish parents, is a 145 cubic
inch formula inboard . hydroplane.

if

'

NOV. 19, I M aad 12:45 AM
NOV. 20, 2 PM (Matinet), 11:00 PM
HOV. 21, 7:30 PM and 9:30 PM
LAHGUAGE-LIT. AUD. $1.00

STUDENTS .& FACULTY
OFUSF

"When I first started some- water to help rescue a fellow
body said to me, 'never racer. While recovering· parts
have any hostilities on the pit of the boat from the· bottom of
- save all hostilities for out ·the river, ·the gas tank explodthere on the course,' " he ed burning his eyes.
"Boat drivers are really
said.
H was Grimme 1 ma n's human people. You know if
sportsmanship which helped you got hurt they'd be in the
him obtain the Rookie of the water -to help you. I can't deYear award. During a race in scribe the feelings these peoCocoa he jumped into the ple have. Yo~ drive your best

Sign of victory ...
at 60 m.p.b. Grimmelman brings his "Dane's Dream" toward

home stret-ch after another victory.

to revenge '0-0 loss'

USF itching for match with Navy
By NORMAN GOOGEL
Oracle Sports Editor

The following hangs in soccer coach Dan Holcomb's of•
fice:
" You must wait 365 days
before. revenge can .be gained
- This will eat at your in- .
sides and give you plenty of
grief until we meet and defeat
this team, - Think about this
a lot - when that day comes
play with all that is inside you
and you can again breathe the
sweet smell of success - . "
· Attached to the bottom of
this is a year-old newspaper
clipping headed "Brahmans
lose 0-0 to Navy."
Holcomb and his 1971 soccer
team are hoping for another
shot af Navy in the NCAA
play-offs beginning this Saturday.
In last year's play-offs
Navy eliminated USF - with•
out really beating them. After
four five-minute overtime periods in an attempt to break
the 0-0 tie, Navy was awarded
the victory because it had
more corner kicks.
In the South, undefeated
Howard will probably finish
number one, followed by
Navy and USF, coach Holcomb said. West Virginia or
Maryland should finish fourth.
"We have one of the smallest tournament teams in the

365 days for revenge

Louis running around most of
the game. If we had played
the same against SIU we
would have held our lead and
increased it,': he said.

"..• This will eat at
your insides and
give you plenty of
grief until we meet
and def eat this
team ..."

. Dennis Sadler.scored USF's
- only goai o n a pass from Bah
Hanna and SIU's John Carenza scored their first two goals
while his brother Chris scored
the third.

HOLCOMB

nation - 15 players, two of
them goalies," Holcomb said.
"You can only use 16 players
in the tournament, and Navy
will probably use all of them,
sending in two or three substitutions at one time."
USFBOWS
TO SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
After leading 1-0 at halftime Saturday, So. Illinois'
(SIU) notorious C a r e n z a
brothers broke through for
three goals, handing USF its
second defeat of the season.
"We thought we had a
chance ... what went wrong
was there was too much of a
gap behveen our defense and
attack - we gave them too
much room at mid-field •.•
they finally got the ball to the

10% DISCOUNT on ALL -ITEMS

Gavin Turner, one of USF's
leading scorers, compared St.
Louis, SIU, and Navy:

KERNICK

Carenza 's," Max Kernick, a
leading Brahman defensive
·
player, said.
"We played below our usual
level. At least we had St.

Cross Country team
competes in nationals
In the National Cross Country Championships at Wheaton, Ill., Saturday, USF's Coswell DePieza finished 65th in
a field of approximately 400
runners from 75 schools.
DePieza, who is used to running on a four-mile course,

~~~!e!,ftt

l'N OUR GIFT AND DECORATOR SHOP

"St. Louis and SIU play
'good' soccer, whereas Navy
is very physical. This year we
were in both games (St. Louis
and SIU) and it's just a matter of adjusting to Navy's
style of play."

Tutoring School
Offers: G.R.E. Preparation
20 hours of instruction
$100,00 tuition, Books e.xtro

501 S. Dale Mabry
Ph·. 879-2581 & 879-3521

r an the five miles in 26 :01.
"I had told him that if he
ran a. 26 or under he would
pro b ab 1 y make allAmerican,'' coach Hertz said.
"But this year's winning time,
24 :19, was almost a whole
minute faster than last year,"
he said.
University of California at
· Fullerton won the meet, placing an incredible four runners-in the top ten finishers. University of No. Dakota finished
second, with four runners in
the top 20.
USF's Mike Godey finished ~
175th, running just below ~
27 :00.
Other USFers who participated in the meet were Bruce
Wilkinson, Bob Brost, and
Ken Churney.

~
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(!tnlltgt ~4np
Established 1927

The Leader in Male Fashions
downtown

LLT BUILDI.NG SUPPLY
GIFT SHOP
13201 NEBRASKA AVE.

COME IN TO 'SEE
WHAT'S HAPPENED!

Coastal Datsun, Inc.
10415 N. Fla. Ave.

301 TWIGGS

226'-2871
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ALPHA LEAGUE
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2W
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3E
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1W

3-3
2-4-1
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Da isies
Mar Jo

6-0

Beta 2E
Beta 1W

S-1

4-0-2
4-1
3-1-1
3-2-1
2-3
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Conglomera tes
c r usade rs
M .E. E. N.U. 2
CCCP

WHI TE LEAGUE
Undeci ded
M. E.E. N.U 1
Chalet

ANDROS LEAGµE

·1-.J

0-5

L. & J. 11BP" SERVICE

NATIONAL
Faculty
Do ub les
Primos

Dogmeat

AMERrCAN
Wonder Wartha wgs
La Mancha Dos
Delta Sigma Pi
Rejects
BSU

0-S

BETA LEAGUE

Repairs & Tune Up All Makes

SERVICE

STANDINGS

Theta II
Zeta 11
Iot a I
Lambda
; Theta I

· ON IYIIUW~.

ROAD SERVICE - FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

5-2
4-3
3-2-1
3-3
2-4
1-5
0-5

.PHONE 988 • 2697
N.L. lutes • Dealer

4-0
2·2

0-4

58TH & FOWLIClt A.VE.
'TEMPLE TE:AAACE, FL.A.

i AN ADVENTURE.IN.DINING!

4-0
2-1-1
2-2
1-3
0·3· 1

SPANISH
I.

Campus playof~s start

STEAKHOUSE & SPANISH FOOD
9302 North 30th Street
(Less than 5 minutes from U.S.F.)

While the IM play-offs for 3E, 16-3, to \Vin its league. In downed · Dogmeat, 13-6 ; La Nov. 22.
In the Gold League Pike,
campus champ in football other Alpha action, 2W took Mancha b os beat the Rejects,
began Monday, the, winners of 3W, 21-12 ; 4W, downed 1W, 31-14 ; Deita Sigma Pi beat a · 6-0, faced TEP Monday and
two leagues were still in ques- 26-7; and 2E shut out 4E, 14-0. determined BSU, 34-6; Unde- Sigma Nu met Sig Ep.
tion.
The pairings in the volleyTheta II notched a perfect cided 'shut out Chalet, ~4-0 ;
The topsy - turvy G o 1 d season by beating Lambda, and ..Conglomerates beat Pri- ball play-offs are as .follows:
League race may have been 9-2. Theta I <!,nd Zeta II bat: mos, 13-12.
Fiji vs. Alpha 1E
settled Monday when ATO, tied to a 6-6 tie.
IM VOLLEYBALL·
Beta3-E has -a bye
3~2, attempted to upset Sigma
League winners in IM vol- Fontana 3 vs. Gold_League.
NJ.!, 4-1, whq has led .most of · In heavy In -dependent · leyball also vie for the cam- Champ (probably Pike)
the season. Ah ATO victory League action, -M.E.E.N.U. 1 pus championship Monday, Quars has a bye
will have caused a three-way st o.p -p e d Ch a 1 et, 6-0, , ...:...._ ___,,.::....-.....:_ _ _-'--.--------===--:
tie for first between . ATO, M.E.E.N.U 2 bowed to the , Crusaders, 27-13 ; Faculty deSigma Nu, and Phi Delt.
feated
Primos, 20-7; Doubles
Meanwhile, TEP and . SAE
fought it _out for tjlird place
. Tuesday._
·
In the American League, La
Mancha Dos still had · a
chance to catch first place
- Wonder Warthawgs by beating Delta .Sigma Pi Monday.
, The pairings for Tuesday's
(
.
play-off games were as follows:Alpha lE v. Gold League
Champs
Oracle P,hoto by John Moale, Jr.
Beta 2E v. American League
The USF Water Ski team
placed fourth in the Rollins
Champs
College Second Annual InterFaculty. Undecided or Theta collern,.te Ski Championship
USF's "ruggers'" f6nght hard but University of Miami, one ·
·n
"held at Winter Park, Fla. last
of the state's best rugby teams, was_too much for them in a.
Lambda Chi Alpha v. Fontana weekend.
game here Saturday. Alan Thompson was the only one to
3
:
score for USF in their 22-3 loss to Miami:
,In last week's games, Phi
Eleven schools participated
Delt stopped ATO, 9-0, TEP in the twb-day tournament.
' outlasted Sig Ep, 17-14 ; Sigma
National Touring Company Roe~ OP,_era
Nu downed Pike, 13-3; SAE
The women's team placed
Production. See and hear this-super~ rock
upset Phi Delt, 16-14; and third by scoring 1475 points,
opera under perfect a.co11stical conditions at
Pike nosed out Sig Ep, 10-7, and the men's tea~ placed·
TAMPA STATE FAIR GRANDSTAND
by scoring in the closing sec- fifth with 1750 points. 'f!1e
onds.
combined teain ·points re- ·
,. THURSDAY, NOV. 18, • 7:SO PM 1
Lambda Chi, 5-1, has won sulted in the fourth overall
$4.50
ADVANCE·
$5.50 DAY OF
the Green League despite
~,.
~
·. ..:
~
- .... ~ . '
.._
· being upset by "Kappa Sig, ratin·g· 6ehffid•·Rollins' College;
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: All Sears stores: (Tampa, St.
sonal conditioning and just 12-0; Fiji demolished ZBT, · the University of Tampa, and
By :MIKE COHEN
hte., Lafcelad, &Sarasota); Slalc Sh"aks in Tamp9; & The
Rat's Hole in St. P•!••
Special To The oracle
important," 53-0.
having fun is
the University of Florida.
In the Beta League, Beta 2E
The USF Wrestling Club is Trice said. ·
earned a· slot in the campus
Outstanding skiers for the
now functioning as a competiRichard Ford, vice· ·presi- playoffs by downing Beta lW, USF team were David Fielder
tive team. .
dent of , the club, said the 27-7. In other games, 4W in slalom; Laura Combes and
For the first time in its
wrestling program will be run blasted 3W, 42-0 ;·1w took lE, Richard Olson in tricks ; and
three year existence, the club differently this year. The club 25-6 ; 3E stopped 4W, 25-6 ; and Randy Westbay; Wayne Perhas a pre-season schedule
pall, and Sue SteptJens in
members decided that in · 3E fell to 4E, 7-6.
against other collegiate clubs order for a wrestler to com-Undefeated Alpha 1E beat jumping.
pete with the team he must .-~ _ _ _ _ __.:;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and varsity teams.
Club officers said that dur- work out a minimum of two
ing past seasons, matches days with the squad.
were arranged a week or two
"We still have a few weight
before t_he event was to take
divisions
open for those interplace.
ested in trying out," . Ford
Most of the wrestlers were said.
out of shape for competition·
Wrestling practices and trybecause practice times were
erratic and 'there was no out- outs are Monday, Wednesday
side coaching. The cluh mem- and Friday from 4:30-6:30
bers coached themselves, and p.m.
The first match will be to- ·
· many of 1h.em couldn't adequately push themselves or morrow ·against Brevard Jr.
their teammates to get in to College at 2 p.m. in the gym.
. competitive condition.
. Things are different this
-year. Besides having a schedule, the team now has regular
:practices and a coach, former
~University of Illinois wrestler,
~Jsaiah (Woody) Trice, assistant coordinator of recreational sports. Trice commented
that if interest in the club
keeps l!P the way it has been,
USF might have a _winning
season. However, he emphasized that winning isn't the
total goal of the club. "Per-

DINNERS START AT $2.25
Prime Ribs served in sizzling platters• $5.25
Filet Steak • $3.25
ENJOY THE ROMANTIC STROLLING GUITARS
OF JOE & JERRY
l
COCKTAIL HOUR - 5 • 7Daily - 50c

~~----------------BRING THIS COUP,( )N FOR
COMPLIMENTARY
JUNGLE .JUICE (SANGRIA}
WITH l)INNER

Ski team
captures

4th spot

POW!

_Wrestlers open season;_ ~· ·
new coac;h ·reshapes cl_ub · ·

.. s~ow
--~-

. I

,
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TRANS-LOVE

STEREO REPAIRS
'TRANS-LOVE IS SWAMPE_
D ·WITH REPAIRS,
AND WE CERTAINLY ! AP.PRECIATE YOUR
CONFIDENCE IN OUR REPAIR SHOP/'

1

I

•

•

WE ARE EXPANDING OUR.RE~AI-R FACILITIES ,
- ALL MAKES, MODELS; TV1s,- CAR RADIOS,
STEREOS, PLAYERS, DECKS., AMPS, TUNERS,
ETC.

12934 N. NEBRASKA

971-0963

Le Mans Watchbands
byDante
Just snap your watch onto one of these racy D~nt~
sport bands and varooooom! It takes on. a new w1n~1n~
personality! Each one is sma~tly styled 1n _gold or silver
finish, fits any watch and adjusts com:fortably to every
wrist. $4.00 to $~.50 at :(ine stores everywhere.

Sears

Tampa,
Hillsboroug~ Ave..
1

'Rasputi'n':
it should be-- good

.,~THE ORA~LE-U._ of South Florida, Nov. 17, 1971

rSOv:i8t ,poet cancels
~ Andrei Voznesensky, Soviet
i: poet who has won internation-

al recognition as one of : the
greatest ' contemporary poets

·JOHN;'S .
BICYCLE
'SALE$.
150S··W. Busch Bid~
Phone:~

3 & 10 SPEEDS ALSO REPAIRS

932'.:9267

Theater major Tony Meyer
Lively' Russian dancing, set
passion
of
moment~
by
9ff
Rasputin, and Marportrays
tor· for the Florida Center for
and John Payrie
Deming
supernatucia
the
of
scenes
and
the Arts, "as USF was VozneEmpress and
the
as
cast
are
this
in
interwoven
are
ral,
sensky's only speaking ena little bit of
with
And,
Tsar.
year's second major speech
gagement in Florida and we
nepotism, the Tsar's hemophiproduction, "Rasputin."
were one of the few universiAdapted and directed by liac son is played by young
Dr. Raymond Schneider, asso- Mark_ Schneider, the directies where he was scheduled
ciate speech professor, "Ras- tor's son.
to speak out of the literally
. Perhaps the mo_st memorfl_putin" will attempt to show
hurqdreds requesting his apscene occurs toward the
ble
.Rus-·
the
of
sides
varying
the
pearance. However, Voznesenwhen Rasputin is
conclusion
. sian mystic-holyman ; ·Scenes
sky's U.S. representative has
poisoned, shot,
alterqately
of fervent spiritual devotion
assured us that if he will be
thrown beand
bludgeoned
passion
human
very
of
and
I
' : entwine . as the aetion, unfolds. neath . the ice of _a Siberian
e reverent an .<t e -evi
granted another United States
are both visible -in __ the visage ~f.Tony -1\-1:eyer, in the title > - - The production is: staged as _river.
tour next year, ,ve will be
"Rasputin" is open to t~e
' ··:. a . massive three-ring circus,
given the first date available. ' role of "Rasputin."
Rjngmaster,
s
a
_.
Friday and Saturday in
Rruiputin
public
with
_
_
'
'
-----· :•· cracking his whip · over the LAN 103 at 8 p.m .• There is no
charge.
royal and social circles.

writing in any language, and
·scheduled -to _give a reading of
his poetry tonight will not appear.
Voznesensky has been requested to give a reading of
his works before the U.N.
General Assembly in New
York and had to cancel his
Florida engagement.
- "It is especially unfortunate," said Dale Re>se, program development coordina-

'Lysistrata'

STU,flTOWEAR
' '

By HEATHER SHIELDS

FLORIDA ·LANES-

The Oracle Activities Editor

The signs, the news r~leases
and the program all noted either_ "Not intended for children," or "Those who are offended by sex should not
come fo see this play. They
would not enjoy it." I am nol
a child, nor do -I consider myself a prude. I feel I am -''mature ab_ut _sex," yet ~I ,did not
enjoy "Lysistrata."

' Ph;·932-6161

~,

.: 'l ,_

~ ~'SWEETHEART.NITE'' -.. -.·.,. BRING A"DATE SH! BOWLS :,!FREI~~
THURS~AY NITE 9:15 'tiff CLOSING

Some people walked out
during th_e first -act. Others
inteimis~..;. -~__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."__".'."~__".'."__".'."__"._'."""~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~-i ,did not -~etuhi. after
sion. While ·some people' did
enjoy' it, many felt the Thea- tre psF production was in
·very poor taste.
Po!;!glass Parker's "modern

''r

•

The set

.

10400 N. FLA~ AVE~

·· I

d· h

h

T

IS

translation" did have some
funny lines, but they were outnumbered b~ the revolting,
'
foul ones.
Costume designer William
Lorenzen must have laid
awake nights trying to think
up the costumes, and having
alternate methods in case of a
"power failure."
Russell Whaley;s ~et was
probably the best part of the
show.
The acting -was 'very undisciplined." The · actors ~allowed
in ·the knowledge that they
could caress their exagger-ated .body parts and could do
thirigs that l).l'e not :publicly
?,cceptable -because they -were

.----~--~~---I

ADELPHI
Tutoring School

VllESSE' . _
1
·I . IMP,ORTED PARTS : I
10% disc.· ·
I
I -.: WITH ·THIS AD . I

P..h. 879-2581 & 879-3521

-L~!!:~~.!8~!!6l,b;!-!

Offers: private tutoring
· in all subjects at
1,1ll levels. LANGUAGES root
·. 501 S. Dale Mabry

_

in this play. They forgot that .
they .;,,ere · in this prod~ction
not :only .to get th_e messijge .of ·
the pl?,Y to the -audience, but
to · provide entertainment as
well.
Had Theatre USF chosen
another play, it would have
been spectacular. The · work
that went· into the costumes,
the practice that the actors
must have done, the hours of
slaving over painting the set,
and the practice that went
into the music, if all put into
a different play, would have
shown the -superio11ty of the
theatre.
But in using "Lysistrata-, "
all the talent, all the practice,
and all the work are lost in
appalling cheapness.

'Catty' production
well worthwhile . .
By LISA SMITH
, Oracle Staff W~iter

'

~-·!~

O;RDE:Rs TAKE-Isl.-AT:\
REGISTRAT:I ON
'

..

·

...

q

\
Complot. line of 1111."New and UNd VolklWllltna In
1,tock, Super BcetJa, Fastbacks.. Sauartbackl, Kam1>1ri,
8u1a,: Kombis,. Ghi1l,,. Type IV Stdana • Wagons,

.

3613 Souarobaclf, autontali¢ tran~•,
'69.VOl.KSWAOEN
missio11, radio, he•ter, lllue fini1tr with · .$189-r,-,

leatherette interior, itock #1640 •.•• .; • • • • • • • • •

VOLKSWAGEN 3111 Fastback,
'69
finish with 1Htl11rett1 inttrior.

1-

radi.. healer, red

.$1591,
-'1691
'69
3611 !!Qua~back, radio,. floater,
'68 VOLKSWAGEN$1591 ··
wi~h Je.ather~tt_, i"teri~r,
stock #1~S3t •••••••••••••••••• ~, ••••••• •• •., • ·
$1391 ·
3111 Futback, radio,
'68 VOLKSWAGEN
beater, . blu1 • finiahf,;atock #J.8511. ..... •••• .
1i32 Sed,n, aul~atic ttick allift.
'88 VOLKSWAGEN
'1291
tadio, he.a.tar, bei ge~finish- with
#JGSI •••••• .; •••••••••
stock
ish,
fin_
Jeath1ratte

a tock #1232 •••••••••••••••• ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..
VOI.KSWAOEN !1131 Sedan, radio," lltaltr,
air condition, vr11n finish, stock·#.i.272 •••
_,

red

SENIOR PORTRAITS - JAN. 10 -14
SI.GN UPBEFORE DEC. 3
974-2679
IAN. ·472
i

FINAL.PHASE
SELLING FAST

IDltt <6nnh '.·Nt:Ut1t ·
-

_...

I ,

•

-NEW-1,'lOD.E_LS
NOW:O~~N

~

3-D return,s . . .
in "Eyes of Hell," present~d by the Film Art Series•this weekend in LAN 103. Special glasses which let the audience experience the 3-D,' will be given out free
.
, at the door. Tickets are $1.-

Maybe those ugly rumors
about_Th!;!atre USF being -~ull
·of" catty ·people shotfldn't: l;>e
altogether disregarded. . At
least not until you've seen this
quarter's honors production,
"The Barking Pussycat", in
which the traumas of a
meow-less cat named -Ringo
are exposed for the first time
ever on stage.
And that's something you
won't · want to miss, unless
you know a cat who prefers
codfish casserole to inilk. Or
who realizes the prestige of
vocabulary. Or who t;tkes off
one day, complete with fishing pole and peanut butter
sandwich, to -find •his own
unique meow.
Returning home one day,
Ringo walks ·in on the tail end
of a family diction lesson.
Somewhat more than perplexed, but also impressed
with his brother's and sister's
new-found command of the
language, Ringo •listens as his
mother explains the importance of a meow. So, forever
the seeker of enlightment,. he
sets out to get his own. Meow,
that is.
If the plot itself isn't a first,
the-fact that this producion is
the first all-student presentation ever to be entered ·in the
American College Theatre
Festival, held in Washington,
D.C. , is.
"The · Barking Pussycat"
~nves its identity to writer. director Nancy Wetmore, who
will - be assisted · ; by _· Befa
Frain, stage manager.
Cast rliembers, amo ng
-whom . are Robert Eskin;"
David• Boring and Debra,

1' •

Kunt:i;, come from various' on. campus departments.
"The _Barki.ng · ·.Pussycat" "
will play Nov. 22-24 at 7 p.m.
and ,9 .p.m. in -Centre -Stage

.

· tio\LWoocl,'M_,ailQI
.FHA-236 COOPERATIVE :TOWNHOUS~S

.

'CAMPUS ACTIVITIES:
llmJlll!.JlUml...Jl@J@D§!Jl§L J@J@Jml.J~lJW &JlliLrtiilJ~~-·i

EVENTS
Nov. 17, 24: "Good Country
People," Speech Department
comedy, 2 p.m., LAN 103.
Free.
_.
Nov. 20: Florida Gulf Coast
Symphony, 8:30 p.m. , Bayfront Center St. Petersburg.
- Nov. 18, 19: · Marathon
House, USF Lecture Series,
8:30 p.m., Gym.
Nov. 19, 20: Apocalypse Coffee House - presents · cai:n-pus
tr).lent, 9 p.m., Empty Keg. Nov. 19: UC Band bance,
9 p.m. Argos Lounge.
Nov. 19, 20: "Rasputin,"
Speech Department major
production, 8 p.m., LAN 103.
Free.
Nov. 23: · Ten Years After
performance at Ft. Homer
Hesterly.
Nov. 18, 19, 20: "Lysistra·ta," Main Stage production,
burlesg_ue on Greek play.
Theatre, _8:30 p.m.
Nov. 20: Broken String Coffee House features White
· Springs; University - Chapel
Fellowship. Free.
, Nov. _19: "Barking _Pussy- cat," Experimental T)!eatre;.2
·
, p.m. Center Stage: -~

Nov. 20: Crowning of Miss
Black Uhuru - Manger Motor
.
Inn, 8 p,m.
Nov:- 22: -·,FOCUS -- De1fate,'
7 :30, University Center Ball- ·
room.

FILMS
_ Nov. 19, 20, 2~: "Eyes of
Hell," Three-dimensional hor:
ror flick, $1. .Check story for
'
. '.
times. ·
No . 20, ' 21: · "Last Summer," Weekend Movie. · 7:30,
10 p.m. FAH 101.
Nov. 22: "Max-out," Afternoon · film art series, 2 · p:m.
.
LAN103.
Nov. 22: "Z," Film Art Se~
ries, 7, 9:30 p.m., LAN 103.
E~IBITS
"Figure Paintings for -My
Brother . Ed," Donald Saff,
Theatre Gallery.
University Center , Photo
Contest Exhibit, UC 108.
C h r i s t m a ·s Sale Show
- ~
Teaching Gallery.
"Florida Creates," Library
,
_Gallery.
.

'

HIGHSMITH AWARDED
SERVICE H~NO~ ··:
.

senatoc;
Rod ,Highsmith, SG
I
at large, has been .named re;
cipient of a $137.50" se'rvice
award for work he did duri!lg' Quarter 4 and Quarter 1
on the recently released Of.!•
j
Campus Housing Booklet.
The award, approved by SG
legislature Thursday, .will
cove~ car and poll expenses
for Highsmith who assistedd11
writing, .research, and publi,
catii:m· of the booklet.

•

-

Payments 011 Your Own
townbouse ,Less Than Rent

.
(TAR 120). Although admission is free, tickets are reqyired and may be reserv~d
tlirougli Theatre Arts Infor-,.,_'
·mation;:eict. 270la'"

PAINT
LUTZ
l
.&

-~WE Will· TAKE ANY.- ONE;PAIR OF· OLD

--- ,,BODY SHOP·

:;JEANS':;IN:TRADt"ON ;ANY'. ONE-P41R OF
·
You-$t00 OFF:/~'NEW!JEANS~AND:GIVE~
;. : .
.,,·
THE GREAT PANTS_F~C!O~~ : -

r-Ave.
930 E. fowle·
....
.
~

-~'

. .

,If,

:.:.

t .· ;.

,.,·

. ,01:_ EASJ 129th AVE;,:
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Maybe forever ·

r Broken · String
The Broken String Coffee
,J{ouse will end entertainment
or the quarter and possibly
' forever with the appearance
pf White Springs Saturday
~ ight.
· According to Ron Brown,
general manager of the Broken String, the decision to
·' close stems from lack of par-_ticipation and interest in organizing and producing the
·entertainment.
'' The problem, Brown said, is
not in securing an audience
~but in attracting performers.
·when a staff has "dwindled
-"aown to three people it's hard
to produce something," he explained.

ends

tic joining of local creative
talents will the coffeehouse be
able to reopen for Quarter 2.
Brown said he is "optimistic that other people will take
the opportunity to use the
facilities" available to rebuild
the creative atmosphere at

The Broken String.
Anyone interested in contributing their creative talents
or administrative services
should contact Ron Brown at
the University Chapel Fellowship 12710 N. 50th St., or call
988-1185.

What .excited critics and audiences like about the film
was Costa-Gravas' talent for
combining the format of a political thriller with an impassioned indictment against the
present g o v e r n m e n t in
Greece. Hailing "Z" as the
"finest foreign-language film
of the year," Mrs. Crist called
it "a dual-level work, an absorbing suspense story and a
vital outcry for justice."

.

· Experiments . in pll(y production, p·oetry· r- e a ·d i n g,
m usic, di~cussion, film making ~ild ,m.y_9ther ,i~eas iire
welcome in· forming a new
program ·f ar next quartei:. .
·only thivugh ~ - -~nthusias-

f rOupe

It; may end.

• •
if more. people don't .volunteer to help Ron Brown (left) with
·the Bro~en String Coffee House.

Speci•I To Thi Or1c11

On Monday, Nov. 22, Theatre USF welcomes the arrival
- of the internationally acclaimed Everyman Players.
Directed by Orlin and Irene
Corey, this distinguished company will host a series of
workshops and give two special performances while on
campus.

The Everyman P 1 a y e r s
were established in 1959 and,
as their name suggests, -specialize in theatre of timeless
themes and universal identification.
Productions of, the Everyman ·Players are original contributions to "theater of faith
and legend, and are characterized by an indivisible unity
of design and direction."

.'Good Country People'
·ends Speech productions
"Good Country People, -,a
paradoxical play with ironic
title, will be presented today
and next Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the Language-Literature
Auditorium.·
., Directed and ada_p ted by

'Christmas Star'
shown to students
The Planetarium has re'ceived a number of requests
9y students to set a program
time that will enable them to
;.iew the "Christmas Star"
program before they leave on
the break between quarters.

Here's St. Pete
,registration times
;~ ST. PETERSBURG - Students taking all their course
work on USF's St. Petersburg
e_ampus will register Dec. 1 at
(he following times:
3:30 p.m. for students with
iast names beginning with Y
or Z; 3:45, Wand X; 4, U and
V; 4:15, S and T; 4:30, Q and
~; 4:45 0 and P ; 5, Mand N;
'5:15; K and L; 5:30, I and J;
5:45, G and H ; 6, D and F;
6:15, C and D; 6:30, A.and B.

The Chicago Sun-Times
writes, " 'Z' is about the asassination, six years ago, of a

BREAKFAST SPECIAL!.!!
BACON, 2 EGGS,
GRITS, TOAST, & JELLY

leader of the political opposition in Greece. For Americans, it is about the My Lai
massacre, the killing of Fred
Hampton, the Bay of Pigs. It
is a film of our time. It is
about how even moral victorie_s are corrupted. It will
make you weep and will make
you angry. It will tear your
guts out!"
Tickets for both showings
are available Monday at the
Theatre Box Office, 1:15-4:30
p.m. Admission is $1.

69c
COMPLETE DINNER!!!
$1.25
FRANK & RITA'S
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
A GOOD PLACE TO BE

ZETA BETA TAU
WISHTO,THANK YOU!

Tryouts
~

Tryouts for the Speech Department production of "The
Catcher in the Rye" for Quar-

faculty of USF, and

,..

ter 2 will be tomorrow afternoon and evening.
Bernard Downs, who will direct the original adaptation,
.says there are open auditions
and participants should prepare a reading from the
.novel. Auditions will be in
Language-Literature 478 at 4

..

~.
••

.
c:,

.speecho·" instructor" Kathleen
Bender (she also directedadapted "Heritage") , "Good
Country People" will be the
final Speech Department production of the_quarter.
The heroine is an educated
down-in-the-country girl with
the unlikely name, Joy Hopewell. She changes her name to
Joy Hulga because it doesn't
sound as pretty or poetic.
When a traveling Bible
salesman comes to her house,
Joy endeavors to awaken him
from his happy religious
world in an out - of - the - ordinary h a y I o f t seduction
scene. (She attempts to steal
his heart; he ends up stealing
something else.)

"PENNY MILE"
a success!

\,,

and8p.m.

Vicki· Montgomery and ~aul
Ferguson portray Joy and ' her
traveling hayloft comp~lon.
Narrating will be "David Stevens, with Dorothy Leidiger
and Marcia Deming in featured roles.
Another endearing scene is
a conversation between Joy's
mother and a neighbor as
they both dig up every literary cliche In the book.

TDK
Cassette
TAPE

Highlighting their visit at
USF will be the presentation
of the Sophoclean tragedy
"Electra" and the great children's theatre success, "The
Tortoise and the Hare."

"Electra" will play Monday, Nov. 22 at 3 p.m. in the
theatre. Tickets are $1 and $2.
The secoc1d offering is the
magical transformation of Ae-·
sops Fable into jet-age farce.
"The Tortoise and the Hare,"
for which the Everyman
·. Players received the 1970 Jennie Heiden Award for "professional excellence in children's
theater" features Tortoise
· plodding to an Incredible
photo-finish amid .the insolent
antics of Hare. An irresistible
animal community cheers the
race to the echo, and the
Twentieth Century is , hilariously spoofed.
All tickets to the Tortoise
and the Hare" are fifty cents.
This special performance will
be Tuesday, Nov. 23 at 4 p.m.
in the Theatre.

&
The Exchange ~ank
Temple Terrace
For Making The

1) .
.

Survitor Rentals

LA

(Christian Science Monitor)
Their talents extend from theatrical production and actings
to highly imaginative setting,
costuming, and make-up techniques.

"Electra," one of the haunting tragedies of Greece, receives a memorable production by the E v e r y m a n
Players. This drama of man's
dream for justice soars into
t:peatric<!l life .m _c;:orey's staging, further extending an international reputation f Or
imaginative theater. It draws
upon the ensemble experience
for what the New York Times
calls, "their thrilling and intricate choral work," which
has won ovations for their
productions of "The Book of
Job" and "Romans by Saint
Paul" on the world stage.
This production is complete
with settings, costumes, lighting, original music, sound system, and a company of sixteen artists.

2213 E. Fletcher

THE BROTHERS, LITTLE SISTERS and SPECIAL AFFILIATES of

performs ·Monday

By STEPHEN IVESTER

. Therefore, the Planetarium
will give one showing of the
program, Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m.
-_This program will be presented only if a sufficient number
of students make reservations. Admission is -free, but
reservations are required, as
always. If interested · call
,974-2580.

The final offering this quarter of the Florida Center for
the Arts Film Art Series will
be Costa-Gravas' "Z" .shown
twice only, Monday, Nov. 22
at 7 and 9 :30 p.m. in Language-Literature 103.

"Z" received one of the finest sets of reviews of any film
released in the United States
during 1969. "A consummate
work of art" (Joseph Gelmis,
Newsday); "A truly great
film" (John L. Wasseman,
S. F. Chronicle); "You cannot
afford to miss it" (Judith
Crist, New York).

,·Brown is making a plea for
· ~pie with creative talents
''to come· out . and express
themselves," using the m~ny
facilities available at University Chapel Fellowship.
The purpbse· of the coffee
house, ~Btowq continued, is to
get · peop)e involved and to
"sti.mulate,. dialogue between
audience ;md performers."
The program
is flexible and
t •
open - to a, great deal of -interaction both on and off
stage.
'
,

.Film .Art Series
presents 'Z' soon

59c
.,-~. With a

MANCHA

-

DOS

&TVDEM"I"

APAll"l"au:K"

··aaADY

MOW!

Town house units with two separate
levels, a group living area 11nd your
own room for the private times.
· • close to everything• all electric
kitchen • centra1 heat & air c_onditioning
• modern Barcelona style furnishings • w;:ill
to wall shag carpeting • private entranceway
• two pools • a modern· recreation area

London Shag

Ora
No-Set·Perm

M

Carres and _Associates
New York Experts

Smaller groups or iml"IYidua_ls
will. IHI introduced to pottntial

Hairstyles for
Men & Women
4237 Bay-to-Bay
Phones 837-3489, 837-3480
Open - Tues. - Sat.

,

.,_~
.. ,,.

I

roommates by the management,

L R.IIQlll A'l'L

'="..::-

=

'=-"

't &i'UDEil'iW
PBlt MM'i·
AIIU't·M
-

LA. lWA.N'CKA
.111.&1...'!'1'.

BEHIND THE HI-RISE DORMS
JUST OFF FLETCHER AVE. ON ~2nd ST.

PH oNE

971-0100

DOS STUDENT

APARTMENTS

THE SHY'S THE llffllT AT UDIUERSITY STATE BADH I
The sky's the limit at our bank when it comes ~
to superb banking services and immediate
personal attention. We pride ourselves on our
ultra-modern facilities, our most convenient
location and our outstanding staff of welltrained and experienced P.eople eager to assist
you and to take care of all your banking needs.
Drop in soon and see for yourself. You'll
always receive a warm welcome at • • •
HAPPY BANKING HEADQUARTERS.

- New students should bring
Jheir letters of acceptance.

•
!

Students taking courses on
both the St. Petersburg and
lfampa campuses will register
"'~n the Tampa Campus.
.

THE BANK WITH THE PhD ([e]roud and lli]appy IQlepositors)

"

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK
FONLER AVE. at 30th St.• P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA. 33612•Phone 813/9n-5700
Member F.D.I.C.
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AKA Pledges ...

ORACLE CLASSIFIEDS

presented an initiation rou. tine before an- impromptu
crowd at the University
Center and then danced .
around the campus. The
girls are pledges of Alpha
Kappa. Alpha, a new black
sorority.on' campus.

To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the
boxes allowing 1 box for each letter, space and
punctuation mark. Use additional form if more than
5 lines are required.

5 lines (31 characters/line)
Additional line
Repeated: 2-4 Issues
More than 4 Issues
• Per 5

lines

(31

$1.00
.1 S
.90*
.7S*

characters)
Oracle Photo by Jorn Moate, Jr.

Mail the ad, with remittance (check preferred) to: Oracle
University of South Florida, Tampa,
Classifieds, tAN
Florida 33620. No refunds.

4n

Deadline -

NOON FRIDAY

DO NOT ORDER BY PH.O NE

CLASSIFIED ADS
TlleR11,en

(_ _ Number of
times to run.)

13116 FLORIDA AVE.

FOUNTAIN
RO OM

7,1,~PA

~

z

.a

0
m

.ffl

c,,
c,,

,-4

t

n-

~

0

C

'" z

STAHLEY J,
end MARY A, FIJAL
TEL. 935,1946
11 A.M. TO 11 :30 P.M. EVERY DAY

►'

Sublet Lux. apt. Male-A-C, w-w carpel ,
CLASSIFIED
dishwasher , TV. Close USF . $72 mo. $65
ADVERTISING RATES
dep. Available now thru Dec. 971-8706•Ask
5 lines
for Andy. Aot. 205 Green Oak Villa.
(31 characters/line .. _ $1.00 1 bedroom duplex apt.-Furnished modern,
.15 W-W carpet, A-C pool , laundromat, near
Additional . Line
Nov. 25th (or sooner), or
.90* USF.2ndAvailable
Repeated: 2!4 Issues .
& 3rd qua rters. $134.00 per mo.
. More than 4 issues __ _ .75* for
Call John-971-8360 - Keep trying.
LAN: .Phone 974-2620
Nice room for sober gentleman. Kitchen
. 10903 Arden Ave.
"Per five lines (31 characters) privileges if desired
of Nebraska on 109th.

I-----------1--------------I. REAL ESTATE
One block west
Even ings.

6. MISC. FOR SALE

3

16. Lost And Found

Zenith s tereo phono. Like new plus Westinghouse clock. radio with snooze alarm.
Both at very reasonable prices. Call
FOUND: Contact Jens near Educat ion
884·5031.
build ing. Claim a t EDU 113, Circulation
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - desk.
-

9. MOTORCYCLES

--------------106cc Moto Gala ra mo torcycle. 1500 miles
With helmet. S225. Ford Cortina GT
parts manifolds, carbs, etc.
1500cc
689-8956 a fter S o'clock.
1971 Honda 7.50cc. Green and gold , still
under warranty. S1-425 or best offer by
Dec. 3. Phone 971·2451.
---------------

10. AUTOMOTIVE

6P M 971-4607.

Tape recorders SIS & $25. Dietzgen Slids
Ruler S20. Golf Clubs S40. 988-9278.

17. TRAVEL OPPORT.
I am flying an amphibious plane through
the Ca ribbean and Central America next
quarter. ! would like someone, preferably
with s ome know ledge of Span ish. to spli t
the trip. F light experience, diving ability
or an interest in Central Am e ri ca n archaeology desirable but not necessary.
Call 248-5700. Ask tor Jan.

~~~-~-=-"--------

.S:00. 974-2178 Office.

18. RIDES
Staff member needs occasional ride. Carrollwood-USF. Ph one 935-7932 after 6. Will

reciprocate or pay.

Need ride lo USF each morning . S:00·8:30
from Temple Terrace Will pay gas. or
fee. Call Mike Uliibridge 974-2832 days.
~88-138' nights.

20. PERSONALS

14. HELP WANTED

WILL I LI KE IT?
" LAW SCHOOL CAN l MAKE IT?" A new book by a recent law graduate for prospective law
STAFF VACANCIES
The following positions are to be filled bY students. It looks at how to best prepare
non-students: 2 secretary 11-$4368, Secre- for law school, including what books to
tary II (50 pct)-$2184, 2 Internal Auditor read, and a nal yzes seVeral form ulas
I-S8220, campus s ecurity Police Office rs- based on admissi on studies to predict
9_8_B-_13_7_1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _h_or_n_._P_h_o_ne_8_76_-6_2_13_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ $5568, Computer Systems Analyst 1-S8220, :;.st year averag_e. It i~ possible to determe how one wdl do m law school. For
3 Custodial Worker-$3768, Clerk Typist
11-$3948, 2 Clerk Typist I $3588, Clerk your cop_y send $2.9~ to K~oos Press, Box
Typist 111-S-4572 THE UNIVERSITY OF Jl09A Milwaukee, W1sconsfn 53217.
SOUTH FLORl ,DA IS AN EQUAL Qp. Female roommate to take over ½ lease;
PORTU.NITY EMPLOYER. For fur t her Pool, washer, minutes from campu s;
information, contact Personnel Services, S67.50 mon thl y, S50 re turnable depos it ;
Ann or Dar lene at 971-4087.
FAO 11, E xt. 2530.
STUDENTS- Female roommate to share 2 bedroom
FOR
OVERSEAS JOBS
Australia, E urope, s. America, Africa , house or apt . Cheap rent;' starting Qtr. li
etc. All professions & occupati ons - Ann at 971-4087.
S_700-S3000 monthly, Expenses paid,_ over- M'=o'"D~ M"'E~Ncc,:;S::H,:.A=,R~S~T~Y~L~l~N~G--A~,~1-,y-p_e_s_o_f
t 1m~, s1ght•seemg . Free information - professional services rendered . Tint ing ot
Wnte _Jobs Overseas, Dept. Jl Box 15071, hair, eyebrows, sideburns or mustache.
Scalp treatment, ha ir-straightening, hair
San Drego CA . 92115.
We are expanding our organiza tion and curling. Men's wigs hair pieces, etc. Exwould li ke ten people who would lil<e to elusive stud ios. For men on ly. By appt.
134~--~~ ~ - - - -- - - earn money, further the ir education, & 1,8~7_9-~2_
United-Methodist
insure t hei r success. If interested call Seminole H e i g h ts
Church invites you to a ttend Sunday
Bob Shakespeare 884-8260 after 5:00.
Person wanted to run a VERY profitable School & Church. Transportatiof\ furbusiness. E arning abilities are unlimited nished. Look for our bu s a t Fontana &
and well above average. Mail qualifica• Desoto Hall and the dorm park ing lot on
tions to Mr. Warren, P .O. Box 503 1 Mal• Flet cher Ave. each Sunday between 9:00

2. FOR RENT

Your Chiggies are here. The latest in
hand crochet pony tail fashion. Get yours
at the Bookstore. 26 colors a vailable.
Male students or graduates-One room fc!" Chess Set: Hand carved Onyx in beaut!rent in private home. Immaculate. 10 ful hues of Qreen, brown, oran~e and
minutes f rom Univers ity. Winter Quarter. alack. Also bone and wood and m bul-

.,,
:I:

0

7. TV, RADIO, STEREO

THINK SAVINGS
4 miles east of USF-3 bedroom s, 4 years
old, CB, 2 car garage, cenJral heat, air Big savings on direct owner to buyer
dresser-$25; Rug-12x<I FOR SALE : '59 MGA 1.S00. White conMahogany
tems;
i
·
condit ioning, garbage disposal, dlshwastt.
er, carpet, drapes,. stove, refrigerator. aqua tweed l,4! inch pile-$95; Tractor- vertible t op, blue body, wire wheels: Only
Salaried people only. No pets. Will Tease garden tvr,e 32" cut-sm; Surfboard 7'6" $395. For more information, call : 988-6104.
unneeded Ask for Mrs. Rizzotto.
your
List
Dua-weather-SS0.
$175.00 mo. Security deposit. 988-.1228.
BRIARWOOD .. Beautiful 2 story, 3 BR. items for a s low as Sl.00 with Tampa's '71 Dodge window van, carpeted, pane led,
Ph bath, central H&A, garage, fenced• bargain center. BUYER - SELLER EX· six cyl, stick shiit. $2399 cash. 935-546B,
$4500 and assume $133 pymts (incl. T&I) CHANGE SERVICES 872-1891.
932-2590.
~-~~=~-~-~--=~
6 pct., or . $1200 .down with 2nd mortgage- Siamese kittens S20 Ph. 932-2905.
For sale--1969 Auslin Healey S1500 To~
alter 6. 971-2319.
Metal Detec tors - Find coins, rings, civil neau Cover, Radio. Excellent condition.
3 BR, 2 ' 8th house for sale. Corner lot, war relics, memorablla of all kinds. De- 9500 miles. mpg-town-20. Hlghway-29,
125xl50. Bearing fruit trees. 9l5-n06 after tectron models from $65 up. Call after 867-6418.

~-

z
ffl

Used bicycles of all descript ions-$15.00 Professiona l typist-IBM Selectric carbon
and up. Also one Raleigh 10-speed prac- r ibbon. Typing of Term pape rs, theses,
lically new 988-6626.
d issertat ions, resumes, d itto masters, etc.
Call 971--6041. If no answer, 933-4552.
English instructor will tutor in Composition and Literature. 932-7722.

GIANT FISH FRY
ONE GIANT 400 LB. FRIED MULLET
SUNDAY, NOV. 21 • SERVING FROM
4 P.M.
LIVE MUSIC ON STAGE
IN THE BACK YARD

ONLY75c
6902 N. 40th St. at the
Hillsborough River

COME AND BE WITH FRIENDS
AT TitE GREAT NEW DAIRY QUEEN

EAT

Dairq

DRINK

Queen

MERRY

BE

988-9758

10830 N. 56th Street

LUTHERAN WORSHIP
Christ The King
L.C.A.
11801 N. 56th St.
Worship: 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A,M.

Our Redeemer
L.C.M.S.
304 Druid Hills Rd.

. Worship: 10:30 'A.M.

CALL 988-6139 or 988-4025 For Transportation
.Watch for announcemen~s of Lutlteratl Stude11t activities

den Mass. 02148 or call 617-261-1964.

. ~ - - - -- - - - :l:::5A""M=
=•,.;_nd::....c9:..:

Male and female over 21. Bar & Res ta urant. Ml BACK· YARD. 6902 N. -40th St.
See Bobby. Interv iew for bartende r, barg irls.

Th is is your LEVI slore. We have denim
& cord uroys in regulars & BELLS. Also
boots, shirts & Western hats. Only 10
min. from campus. Be rma x Western
Wear • 8702 Nebraska Ave.
You've read the lies about Socialism;
now read the facts . Fre-e literature. Write
Socia list Labor Party. Box 200 Brooklyn,
NY 11202

15. SERVICES OFFERED

Perfect Xmas gift-Your portrait or caricature-Full color. Takes l hour-includes
for framing-StO-Phone 932-7.531
mat
salon
..._, _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,appointment.
for v,our

21. MISCELLANEOUS

Typing Services- Nancy Elliott 6308 S. Dr. Matthew J . Toia announces opening
of The Northgate Animal Clinic for . the
·
Lois-Call 837-.5455.
_i_th_c_a-rb_o_n-ri-b- practice Of veterinary medicine & surle_r _w
_r_i_
• .:.T.:.:y:::pc.ew
le:.::c;..
-=Ty:::pci:.:ng=•.:.:E..;
bon & pica type. Experience with term & ge ry at 9556 Florida Ave. Hrs. by appt.
thesis papers. Pick UP & delive ry serv ice. Te lephone 935-3490.
We love our coaches-Gene and Pat!
.soc page. 949-601 8.
A-OK Typist with IBM Selectric carbon They' re great ! Love, The Sisters and
ribbon and ty pe changes. Thes is, lette rs, P ledges of Chi Omega .
jobs- Wanted: Apt. to rent under S70 near USF
R u sh
stencils.
dissertations
Glorida for couple; call these hours only
References. · Proof read. Sun-2:30-8:30, Mon-Thurs l :30-9:00 932-5774
884-1969

onlana

II
Independently Oper.ated, catering .
exclusively to the needs of the mature college student. )
I

·•

Privileges
• Visitation
Living
Co-ed
• Unlimited Seconds in Cafeteria
•

Large, Heated Pool
• Television
Lounge on Every Floor
• Weekly Maid
Service
•

FILM ART SERIES

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

A MERIDIAN ALMS PRODUCTION
DIRECTED BY JULIAN ROFFMAN.
1-l!OM NEW U~E CINEMA

or 20 Meals Per Week Plan
• 15
Linens Provided

•
•
•
•
•

Evening Security
Full Carpeting
Individual Thermostats in Every Suite
Recreation Areas

Why not give us a call or stop by -

Applications are now available
,

"In the gruesome·division, this is really very good."
-LOS ANGELES TIMES
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 11:00 -P.M. and 12:45 (AFTER MIDNIGHT)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2:00 P.M. (MATINEE) and 11:00 P.M.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 7:30 P.M. and 9:30 P.M. LAN 103
ADMISSION $1.00 3-D GLASSES PROVIDED FREE AT THE DOOR.

:J-onlana ,Jj.dff
I,

4100 Fletcher Avenue
Tampa, Florida

4200 Fletcher Avenue

971-8534

971-9550

Tampa, Florida

..

/.
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()ne ·phone · call
pregnancy is three or more
months developed, surgery is
required and the cost doubles
to $400; unless increased
through complications.
Unless a woman resides in
a state ·which has been "liberalized," transportation fees

By SUE KOSSOW
Oracle Slaff Wriler

. "Hello?"
"Abortion
~... vice.''

Referral

Ser-

: ~ . "I uh ... I'm calling about
: an uh ... abortion."
;.~: ''l'his conversation t a k e s
;. place a thousand times a day.
•·: It could ·be the voice of your
;•:daughter, girlfriend, or your:·· self. ·
·: Sirice many states have Jib. eralized -their laws, it is no
•. longer difficult for pregna_nt
-- women to get a safe, legal
abortion in the U.S.
Commercial abortion "re...,
., ferral services" have suddenly appearetl throughout the
country. These services
• • charge anywhere from $60 to
• _ $225 to make arrangements
for the abortion. These ar' rangements include an exami,.__ nation by a qualified doctor, a
mild sedative, the abortion it, ....self, and a check-up after the
;:. procedure.
Planned parenthood groups
,
~ . .µid some religiOU/l organizat:i.OIJS provide the same ser' yice. free. Some services even
, ., employ computers to store information on doctors and hos• • pitals throughout the country.

'-•
_.:,
-.
:;
;·i

all it takes
first given a complete physical, next she takes a mild sedative to relax and prepare her
for the abortion. The abortion
itself takes only about five
minutes using the vacuum
method'. The' patient is then
taken to a recovery room

will increase the overall cost.
In Florida, that generally entails a plane trip to New York
at about $100 round trip.
A •New York City hospital
representative explained the
routine for a woman · seeking
an abortion. The patient is

has forced the government to
concessions and limit
grant
Oracle Stafl Writer
their options, it has been
Radical journalist Carl DaThe distinction of the label .
a white, middle-class
mainly
one
vidson expertly analyzed the "reformist" perhaps was
movement. It is also reforpoints.
major
Davidson's
of
relations of mass movements
He explained that while re- mist, according to D~vidson,
in U.S. politics with revolil- forms and reform movements
but effective.
tionary struggle in a speech in were not undesirable, they
often did not address themBUS 103 last Thursday night. selves to more basic changes
THE FORMER national
in the power structure of the secretary of the Students for a
Sponsored by the newly society. That is, they only
Democratic Society (SDS)
./
formed USF chapter of Radi- wanted a change in the status . stated also that, "Radicalizacal Education Project, David- quo on a small scale.
tion . . . has not reached its
peak." He said definitely
full
antithe
discussed
also
He
by
remarks
his
son prefaced
before the decline there
that
describing the capitalist im-- war movement from two
He · said that while it will be _an opportunity to take
perialist system as strong•out- sides.

By TOM PALMER

spite its "reformist" character in the early days.

side, but really weak and de~'.
adent within.

VIEWED the civil
rights movement as the vanguard in making students,
women and other groups conscious of the character of the
society and the ways in. _

HE

·

which it could -be changed. He
stressed its importance de-

:t

i

,:

for freedom) is the symbol of
unity and freedom for blacks
on the USF campus. According to Linda Anderson, chairman of the contest, "She's our
black queen - someone to
look up to."
This is the second year of
the contest, and Miss Anderson claims that since it is so
new, few rules have been set
· up to . govern entries. Right
radical journalist and former SDS officer describes the -revo'
'
now the only requirements • lutionary aspects of mass- movements to a group of inter•
- l
are . that she must be black
ested students in a. speech in BUS 103.
and a full time student.
The crowning ceremonies of
Miss Black -Uliuru ·-will- Be · at·
the Manger Motor I~n on Saturday, Nov. 20, from 8 p.m. to
I
2 a.m. Although tickets to the
talent show are free, tickets
to the final night are $1.50
I
and, Miss Anderson said,
(
. :_'The whole town js invited:"
'·
12943 N. Fla. Ave.
.. . •'
1
I
·
h
T e criterion the girls are
to be
judged on are the same as
Dec. 4, .1971
any beauty contest : beauty,
I
talent, p o i s e, pe1sonality.
No Purchase
There will be no bathing suit
contest, but the girls are
c Necessary
-I
wearing African attire on the
Just Drop in Box
final night. Each girl will also
Located in
VI
have to answer questions.
VI
w
Last year's queen is Barbaw ~ z
I
:i: 0 0
_ra Williams Odom. The girls
Leader in Head Gear.
running this year are Patty
I z<I: 0< ::r:
C.
Holmes, Catheryn Johnson,
Cynthia Jolliff, Mary McFarland, Marjorie Royster, Linda
Gail Stevens, Alma Stevenson,
Cheryl Washington, Jacque~JEWELERS
,
line Williams.

Carl Davidson .
.

Jobs Europe
helps. employ '

Dr. F .· X. Gordon Jr., direc. , .,tor. of_ th~ Jo_bs JJ;QrOI!.e f</·
gram, has a solution to the
job recession for 3,000 young
· people per year.
. , · After 12 years of.experience
in providing jobs for young .
c
" people in Europe, Jobs Eu, rope claims the ability to
1
~- ,offer only -·selected opportuni·
·
~ ties.
::, Young people are generally
·f. offered jobs in first-class ho. :;: tels in London and Switzer:~· land where friends . can work
~; together with their room and
~. board provided.
Transportation back and
i forth is up to the individuals.
.,_ : This program offers educa:t tional and cultural and travel
opportunities with the money
-'., one earns.
=l: For further information
-; send a stamped self-addressed
~- envelope (business size) to
·~: Jobs Europe, Box 44188, Pano;;- rama City, California 91402.

AMERICAN OVERSEAS TRAVEL CORP.
ADM #102 PHONE #974-2695

voting facility

queen on S~turday

"'

He observed that black
workers as well as those in
other !llinority groups or low
privilege groups are getting
together, they are even putting out their own papers. He
warned that the radical lead•
ership must pass from the
trade u_nion leadership which
is "liberal reformist."

USF pushes for

select ,new

The suspense starts tomor•
row night for the nine girls
competing for the title of Miss
Black Uhuru, as the Talent
Show category takes place in
the theatre at 8 p .. m.
M i s s B I a c k U h u r'u,
-• e 'uhuru" . is the African word

some measure of power. He
said· that if the chance came
now; · however, the radicals
would not be ready.
He charged that the "petit
bourgeoise" leadership o f
peace actions are afraid to
get more people out into the
streets than what they've had .
In contrast, · he called the·
black liberation movement,
"the most advanced political
struggle in the country."

• •

1. Airline -. tickets, reservation$,
_
schedules
-2. Travelers cheques and insurance
3. ·Holiday cruises and tours '
4. Youth Fare ID Cards

•

I

.;.1• - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - -

::
·:
:~
"
. .
'

let us help you with .

;Davidson· delivers 'expertly''

The abortion itself ·may
range in price from $200 to
$500. Development of the
pr~gnancy determin_es the
price. If between·-. eight and
ten weeks, tJ:ie procedure is
fairly simple; a vacuum suetion inachne is used to clean ·
,t he uterus lining. However, if

Bl.eeks

HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAY?

where she rests for a few
pours. Before going home, a
doctor r e-e x a m i n e s the
woman to assure that no complications exist.
There is no parental consent
needed if the \voman is 18
years of age:

. ..

SG representatives met with .
Supervisor of Elections James
Sebesta to secure approval o_f
a permanent voter registration facility on the USF campus. ~
The final proposal must be
pht before the Hillsborough
County Commissioners to get·
final approval ·of the facility.
SG is now trying to set up
the space; personnel, and
planni_ng for the facility.

\

I

---..

Quality for a reasonable price
. 11.BANT~

,
SMITH SPEAKS

--, ,. ~s.--·-,uut tllr'. lf

SG Pres. Jeff Smith and
Vice Pres. George Adriaansen will speak about SG on
WUSF-FM tonight at 7:30.
The · radio program, "Involvement," will be presented
twice this quarter.
Smith and Adriaansen will
discuss what SG is, what it
does and what it has done in
the past

DANTE HOT °i3RUSH
Provides :perfect hair grooming. Just
:plug in, attach the brush, the comb 01"
the massager. Hair dries quickly and
manageably in just the style you like
it. UAL approved cord, $15

8892 N. 56th ST.

/

·144 S. WEST SHORE

FREE WATERBED ---

.. . .. ..
r----
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• ONE RING FOR.HIM'.
HER·
RINGS FOR
• TWO
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A-=T~l2 Tti~ Jl-iOW

~J~C I\ 0~ A '1UMEOe
All 3 rings.~.

Scalloped edging enhance~
stunning one diamond trio
· set"in lustrous 14-karat gold.
Illustration Enlarged
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·CHARGE IT... even if you've never had credit before!

GORDO N'S
~ JEWELERS
,

After an evening out at a movie, or a meeting, or bowling-make your last stop a Burger
King<i, fora snack. And live it up a little. Try something deliciously different-A YumbotD.
~an slices of ~mokehouse ham and slabs of goJden cheese heaped on a fresh-baked
egg roll, popped into our microw~ve oven-then served to you, piping hot, in special

a

thermal container, with all its flavor sealed right in. If you think it sounds g~od, just wait ,
'til you taste it! Next time you want an evening snack, stop at a Burger King® and ask
fora Yumbo®.

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GO_RDOH 'S

• 3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR,
• KORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
• TER~ACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STORES IN: sr_PHERSBURG, ClE,!.RWATER-.
~EMINOLE, BAADENTCtl, PLANT CITY AND lAKELAND

ON 30th ST.

~

BURGER

KING

~®

ACROSS FROM
SCHLITZ PLANT

I

•

1'2-THE ORACL:E-U. of South Florida, Nov~ 17, 1971

Mul tipl e body · · may
preside- in f~tur~

TAMPA CYCLE CO.
Raleig h Bicycles -

By ED CONWAY

Sales & Servi ce -

ora,cle staff Wriler

:Alternatives for governing . USF will be presented
for consideration to the
USF Senate on Nov : 24 and
will include suggestions
ranging from - entire abolition of the Senate to the
forming of four new gover~ng organ!zations. ,

1605 Franklin Street
Master Charge

229-8409

BankAmerica rd

RAZORCUJS
HAIR ST.JI.ING

PH,97i~633
Appointmen,$
Av11ilable
Havrs

Daily9..&

. "Thurs, &Tri. 9-7:30

· .

13520 ~NMRsnr PLAZA

1

SEE ·-

The Senate r e c e n._t l y
formed an· Ad Hoc Committee for AU··' University
Government (Constitution
Committee) to make and
accept suggestions regarding this matter. The Com~ttee contains representation from each university
segment. Committee C!iairman Charles'-Payne, Bay
~mpus associate professor of engineering, said._the
alternatives include maintaining the Senate essentially the same as at present or creating from two to
four · "sepf-rate bodies"

from the present Senate
and based · u"pon the four
USF segments - students,
faculty, career service and
Administrative· and Profes-sional.
A two-senate arrangement could include students and _faculty members
in one senate and the professiopal and career service.personnel in-the other,
the Committee ,concluded.
-, The segments could .tlso be
divided into three senates:
students a'nd faculty; career service; · and .professional or use scime other
a r. r a n g e m e n t. These
arrangemultiple-senate
ments could allow the senators · to present the USF
president with two or three
separate opinions, provide
the possibility for the senators -to unite on a given
issue, thus reinforcing the
position of the whole . university and alJowing
more manageable size and
greater possibilities of obtaining quorums than does
· the alI,imiversity senate. ·

a

Professional let Hockey

McGovern drops 1n
surprise visit by Sen.
·George McGovern, Democratic presidential nominee from
.. Soutp. Dakota, and the official
· opening of USF!s Rathskeller
highlighted the Second Annual
Delegation Appreciation Din- .
_
ner Thursday evening.
A

Stu.d e:nts to ·expre_ss·_
• •
op,-n,ons at ,nterv,ews
•

•

,

•

. Many USF . students have
apparently been content to remain statistics rather than express their opinions" through
-cour.,e evaluation interviews.
As part of the USF self-

study program, begun in September and directed by · former Dean of Basic Studies
Edwin Martin, the evaluation's purpose is to consider
course goals and their importance to students.
; As part of tqis work, Tom
Panico, a teaching assistant
in English, has ·mailed invitations to students enrolled in
courses under evaluation to
come to confidential interviews and express tp.eir opinions regarding these courses.
I
)

at
-~

Beautiful Bayfront Center
St. Petersburg

Unknown to ,McGovern who .
was chatting with state legisla.tors and SG senators, officials at Tampa International
,Airport were conducting a
hurried bomb search.
AN UNIDENTIFIED caller
had informed police that a

bomb_il)g would take place, g(l.tes were instrumental fn
but failed to clarify wht> was passing.
Climax of the evening was a
threatened or where the bomb.of the newly-opened
tour
ing was to occur.
Security" officers were un- Rathskeller facilities at which
sure whether the caller was beer mugs were filled and
referring to the "governor" or presented to- the attending
McGovern and whether the state legislators.
Those attending included
caller was referring to International Airport or Interna- Florida senators Louis de la
Parte, Ray Knapke, and
tional Inn.
A quick check showed . David McClain; House of
McGovern in town, staying at Representative members Ed
· the International ·Inn and Blackburn, · Julian La n e
f!ying ou_t of Tampa ~tern~- · James Redman, Terrell Ses'.
t1onal Airport followmg his sums, John Ryals, Elvin Mar- •
tinez, and Richard Hodes.
campus visit.

Panico stressed t hat the
evaluation has i•nothing to - M.cGOV ERN'S' DEPARdo" with the regular instruc- · TURE from the airport iri· a
tor evaluation, but that "if a private plane was unmarred.
student gets a letter asking
. Meanwhile ; .10 of . the 15
him to come to an interview, Hillsborough County Delegawe're asking him or her · to . tion attended USF's planned
participate directly in our · evening of- activities which
evaluation . Any responses will began · with an orange juice
be taken very seriously by the cocktail hour in the UC.
people making up course re. The , delegates then emquirements."
barked for golf cart 'tours of
Panico said interviews con- the campus with .SG legislator•
tain only simple questions re- chauffeurs. A highlight of the
lating to course relevance and ·. tour was stops in various dor~
importance, but " realJy give mitbries for informal rapping
the stµdents the· chance to get with students on visitation
their views across to ,those re- · a,nd the university system.
FOLLOWING THE 'DIN-·
sponsible for the .courses."
which was attended by
NER
Through these -interviews, he
80 people, SG Pres. Jeff
about
students
that
found
said, he's
want more practical, less the- Smith and dinner' chairman
oretical course orientation Phil Blank presented the visitand that "although this varies ing delegates with engraved
from class to class, many stu- pewter ashtrays in appreciadents seem to fil!d courses ab- tion of their work for ·the unistract and too idealistic with- versity, including the contro- .
out much relevance to the out- versial U S F "Rathskeller
beer bill" which many deleside world."

'

. -too much,
Jack
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Games
er
Novemb
Schedule of

20%
OFF

I

8 P.M.
-

·•

U.S.F. students admitted to all Nov.~mber
games tor only $1.00 - General Admission
upon presentation of Student I.~. Car.d

The SG _Student Court of Re- ·
view ruled on the SG bylaws
which were brought out during · the Hightower . iinp"eachment case.
The court decided that the
SG president has final approval over expenditures even if ·
the legislature passes a stat- ·
ute stating otherwise. Any bill
on expenditures may be ov.er- .
ridden by the SG president,
according to the ruling. This '.
means that the president is
no longer required to comply
with the legislature's views of
expenditures, and that the
course of action chosen by the
president must be followed by
.
th_e SG.
. According ' to Pres. Jeff
Smith, the p~esident has this
power only . in expenditure
matters.

' A basketball game i s
planned pitting the Adminis,tratipn's Pres. Mackey, vice
President of Student Affairs,
Joe ·Howell; Vice President of
Academic A ff a i r s, ·Carl
Riggs; and Assistant to vice
president of student affairs,
Troy Collier; against Student
Government's President Jeff
Smith, 1Robert_and Ken Sechen, and other SG members.
· The game will be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 8 p.m. in
the USF gym.
Officiating the game will be
Security Chief Jack Prehle.

KLH

17 (.Wed.) NEW JERSEY
18 '(Thurs •.) JACKSONV ILLE
20 (Sat.) CHARLOTT E
23 (Tues.)- ROANOAKE VALLEY
24 (Wed.) SYRACUSE

ALL GAM_ES -

froni court

New basketball rivalry!
Administration vs.\ SG

You're
Easte.rn Hockey League

Bylaw ruling

S~aking of quick: e8' at McDonald's , ~
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YOUR CHOICE Of FAMOUS SAXONY
RUSSIAN LEATHER - BRITISH ROYAL~ ORIENTAL JADE.
Im ·
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THE BOOKSTO- RE
SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM
Hallm ark Prese nts
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ristmas Card
·Gift Wr~ppin
acka . Decorat10
·,

~;.....,.,.._The Perfect Gift
~ • --Candles
Candle Holders

'

General
,Books now-. have
Hallmark
Christmas Gift
Books and
Coming Soon is
a

Christmas
Book
Sale!
r

VOX - Stereo Classical Assortment • • • • •
Vox Clcis$ical 3~Record Boxed Sets ••• ••
Turnabout & Vox ---5 Record,Boxed Sets
Capitol Classical Stereo •••• ••• ~-•••• $J.79 Popular,-R&B, Jaµ, Blues, Stereo Records _$)!99 $1..99
Harcl Rock Stereo Records ·•
I

'

I

1• • • • • • • • • •

1

ALSO

An Assortment of-8 track
and Cassettes - -$].99
~econls and Tapes.make Great Christmas Gifts

